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;OL�WLYMVYTHUJL�^PSS�ÄUPZO�H[�HWWYV_PTH[LS`������WT�VU�
Thursday, Saturday and Monday, and at 7.40pm on Sunday

Castor & Pollux was premiered on 24 October 1737 at the 
(JHKtTPL�YV`HSL�KL�T\ZPX\L�PU�7HYPZ��;OL������YL]P]HS�^HZ�ÄYZ[�
performed on 8 or 11 June 1754

Castor & Pollux is being recorded live for CD release on the 
Pinchgut LIVE label, and is also being recorded on Sunday 9 
December for broadcast on ABC Classic FM on Sunday 16 
December. Any microphones you observe are for recording and 
UV[�HTWSPÄJH[PVU�
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ERIN HELYARD
Co-Artistic Director & music preparation
 
Praised as a virtuosic and eloquent soloist as well as an inspired 
and versatile conductor, Erin Helyard is at the forefront of a new 
generation of young musicians who combine the latest musicological 
and historical enquiry with a passion for promoting live music in 
contemporary culture. 

Erin graduated in harpsichord performance from the Sydney 
*VUZLY]H[VYP\T�VM�4\ZPJ�^P[O�ÄYZ[�JSHZZ�OVUV\YZ�HUK�[OL�<UP]LYZP[`�
Medal. He completed his Masters degree in fortepiano performance 
in 2005 with Tom Beghin at the Schulich School of Music, McGill 

University, Montreal. Pursuing a passion for the music and culture of the eighteenth century and the 
ideals of the Enlightenment, he completed a PhD in musicology at the same institution in 2011. He 
^HZ�UHTLK�[OL�>LZ[ÄLSK�*VUJLY[�:JOVSHY�VU�MVY[LWPHUV�MVY���� �������HU�PUP[PH[P]L�VM�[OL�1VOU�
Ernest Foundation. A highlight of his solo concert tour was a recital on historical instruments in the 
collection of the Smithsonian Museum. 

In Sydney, for Pinchgut, Erin has conducted performances of Cavalli’s L’Ormindo, Purcell’s 
Dioclesian and Vivaldi’s Griselda. From 2003 to 2011 Erin was a central member of the award-
winning Montreal-based Ensemble Caprice. From 2013, he will be Music Director for Hobart 
)HYVX\L��H�UL^�MLZ[P]HS�PU�;HZTHUPH�\UKLY�[OL�HY[PZ[PJ�KPYLJ[PVU�VM�3LV�:JOVÄLSK��/L�PZ�J\YYLU[S`�
Lecturer in Historical Performance at the New Zealand School of Music.

JEFFREY THOMPSON
Castor
Soon after tenor Jeffrey Thompson completed his studies at the 
Cincinnati Conservatory under William McGraw, he was awarded 
ÄYZ[�WYPaL�PU�[OL�*OPTH`�0U[LYUH[PVUHS�)HYVX\L�:PUNPUN�*VTWL[P[PVU�PU�
Belgium by a jury led by William Christie. In 2002, he was selected to 
WHY[PJPWH[L�PU�[OL�ÄYZ[�1HYKPU�KLZ�=VP_�^P[O�*OYPZ[PL»Z�NYV\W�3LZ�(Y[Z�
Florissants, in a tour of Baroque works in Europe’s most prestigious 
theatres. This resulted in a series of concerts with the ensemble, 
including Handel’s Acis and Galatea and Hercules, motets of Étienne 
Moulinée at Versailles, and the role of La Pythonisse in Charpentier’s 
David et Jonathas; he is also featured as the tenor soloist in the 

ensemble’s DVD recording of Rameau’s motet In Convertendo. 

Other highlights of Jeffrey’s international career have included the roles of Zotico (Cavalli’s 
Eliogabalo, under the direction of René Jacobs), Atys (Les Paladins), Aldobrandin (Grétry’s 
3L�4HNUPÄX\L� YLJVYKLK�MVY�[OL�5H_VZ�SHILS��HUK�3\YL^LS��4VUZPNU`»Z�Le Roi et le Fermier), 
and performances of Purcell’s The Fairy Queen, Philidor’s Sancho Pança and Handel’s Judas 
Maccabaeus and Theodora. Recordings include an album of motets and cantatas by Sébastien de 
Brossard, and a solo disc dedicated to the English composer, Henry Lawes, both with the French 
ensemble La Rêveuse, on the Mirare label.

Upcoming engagements include the title roles in Rameau’s Hippolyte et Aricie and Leclair’s Scylla 
et Glaucus, Acamas (Royer’s Pyrrhus, recorded for Alpha), a recording of Charpentier and Lully 
with Vincent Dumestre and his ensemble Le Poème Harmonique, The Evangelist in Bach’s St John 
Passion, Monsieur Riss (Philidor’s Les Femmes Vengées), Gianguir (JC Bach’s Zanaida), and a 
recording of early forgotten Italian music with ensemble La Faenza. He is also an avid recitalist.

1LMMYL`�PZ�H�UH[P]L�VM�9VJOLZ[LY�5@�I\[�UV^�YLZPKLZ�PU�7HYPZ��-YHUJL��;OPZ�PZ�OPZ�ÄYZ[�HWWLHYHUJL�^P[O�
Pinchgut Opera.

CASTOR &
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ANTONY WALKER 
Co-Artistic Director & Conductor
Sydney born and now resident in the US, Antony Walker has been the 
Music Director of Pittsburgh Opera since 2006 and Artistic Director 
and Conductor of Washington Concert Opera since 2002. 

Engagements have included Don Giovanni, Rigoletto, Tosca, The 
Abduction from the Seraglio, Billy Budd, La bohème, La traviata, 
Eugene Onegin, Falstaff, Aida, Carmen, Samson and Delilah, Lucia 
di Lammermoor and The Pearl Fishers (Pittsburgh Opera); Werther, 
Esclarmonde, Attila, Stiffelio, Tancredi, Otello, La donna del lago, 
Roberto Devereux, Maria Padilla, I Puritani, Il tabarro, Cavalleria 
rusticana, Béatrice et Bénédict, Adriana Lecouvreur and Faust 

(Washington Concert Opera); the North American premieres of Ruders’ The Handmaid’s Tale and 
Petitgirard’s The Elephant Man; Adams’ Nixon in China (Minnesota Opera), Walton’s Troilus and 
Cressida (Opera Theater of Saint Louis), Orlando and Semele (New York City Opera), Barber’s 
Vanessa (Chautauqua Opera), L’Orfeo (Glimmerglass Opera), Queen of Spades (Teatro Comunale, 
Bologna), Maria Stuarda (Canadian Opera Company), 4HKHTH�)\[[LYÅ` (Santa Fe and Arizona) 
and Carmen (Vancouver). Recent highlights have included The Tales of Hoffmann and Lucia 
di Lammermoor with the English National Opera, and his debut with the Metropolitan Opera 
conducting Gluck’s Orfeo ed Euridice. 

Engagements in Australia have included Alcina, The Tales of Hoffmann, Faust, The Barber of Seville, 
Hansel and Gretel, The Magic Flute, Dido and Aeneas and Acis and Galatea for Opera Australia, 
Messiah with Melbourne Symphony Orchestra and concerts with Orchestra Victoria. For Pinchgut 
Opera, Antony has conducted Semele, The Fairy Queen, L’Orfeo, Dardanus, Idomeneo, L’anima del 
ÄSVZVMV and David and Jonathan. A former Musical Director of Sydney Philharmonia Choirs (1992-
 ����OL�HSZV�OHZ�HU�L_[LUZP]L�JOVYHS�YLWLY[VPYL�PUJS\KPUN�4LUKLSZZVOU»Z�Elijah, Mozart’s 9LX\PLT, 
Bach’s Mass in B Minor and St Matthew Passion, Berlioz’s Te Deum, Beethoven’s Missa solemnis, 
1HUm̷LR»Z�Glagolitic Mass, Britten’s >HY�9LX\PLT and the world premiere of Nigel Butterley’s Spell 
of Creation.

Castor & Pollux marks Antony’s 100th opera production.

KATE GAUL 
Director 
Kate Gaul graduated from NIDA (Directing Course, 1996) and trained 
with the Anne Bogart SITI Company (2005). Kate was the Associate 
Director at the Ensemble Theatre (2004/5) where her productions 
included The Violet Hour, Kimberly Akimbo and Lobby Hero. Other 
directing credits include The Cunning Little Vixen (Sydney Chamber 
Opera), Carmen (Oz Opera), Beautiful (Mudlark Theatre), The Altar 
Boyz (Ovations Live), Camarilla (Merrigong Theatre), Coup d’Etat 
(Melbourne Theatre Company), The Gates of Egypt, Our Lady of 
Sligo, Run Rabbit Run, The Laramie Project, Svetlana in Slingbacks 
(Company B), Wicked Sisters��.YPMÄU�5H[PVUHS�[V\Y���Rabbit��.YPMÄU�

Theatre) and projects for all major drama schools and theatre companies throughout Australia.

Kate is the Artistic Director of Siren Theatre Co, where her productions include The Lunch Hour and 
Human Resources (Chris Aronsten), The New Electric Ballroom (Enda Walsh), FOX (Monkey Baa/
National Tour, 2010), The Seagull (Chekhov), Shakespeare’s As You Like It, Richard III and Twelfth 
Night, Duck (Stella Feehily), Hard Swallow (Mirra Todd), Polly Blue (Belinda Bradley), Connie and 
Kevin and the Secret Life of Groceries (Noelle Janaczewska), Blue Heart (Caryl Churchill), Frozen 
(Michael O’Brien) and two shows devised by the company, eeni meeni mini mo and Wanna Go 
Home, Baby?.�2H[L�OHZ�HSZV�^YP[[LU�HUK�KPYLJ[LK�[^V�ZOVY[�ÄSTZ� Embrace and Cake.
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HADLEIGH ADAMS
Pollux
New Zealand bass-baritone Hadleigh Adams studied music at the 
University of Auckland, before relocating to Australia in 2009 as the 
inaugural Gertrude Johnson Scholar at The Opera Studio, Melbourne. 
He currently resides in London on a full scholarship to the Guildhall 
School of Music & Drama, London.

In 2012 Hadleigh was selected as a Merola Artist with the San 
Francisco Opera Center; he will be joining the San Francisco Opera 
as an Adler Fellow from March 2013. He made his debut at London’s 
Royal National Theatre in 2011 singing the role of Christ in Jonathan 
Miller’s production of Bach’s St Matthew Passion, to critical acclaim. 

He has performed at St Martin-in-the-Fields, the Barbican Theatre, and at the Wigmore Hall as part 
of the Voiceworks initiative.

Hadleigh won the 2012 Patricia Routledge National English Song Competition, the 2010 Joan 
:\[OLYSHUK��9PJOHYK�)VU`UNL�:JOVSHYZOPW��^HZ�H�ÄUHSPZ[�PU�[OL������9V`HS�6]LYZLHZ�3LHN\L�
=VJHS�*VTWL[P[PVU��HUK�ÄYZ[�Y\UULY�\W�PU�[OL�(\Z[YHSPHU�:PUNPUN�*VTWL[P[PVU�HUK�5H[PVUHS�3PLKLY�
competition.

Opera roles have included Papageno (The Magic Flute), Starveling (A Midsummer Night’s Dream), 
Dappertutto (The Tales of Hoffmann), Aeneas (Dido and Aeneas), Baritone (Four Note Opera), 
Yamadori �4HKHTH�)\[[LYÅ`�, Bob (The Old Maid and the Thief) and the title role in The Marriage of 
Figaro. Concert engagements have included Bach’s St Matthew Passion (Southbank Sinfonia) and 
St John Passion �;OL�6YWOL\Z�*OVPY���+]V̿mR»Z�Stabat Mater (Royal Melbourne Philharmonic Choir 
and Orchestra) and Handel’s Messiah (Royal Melbourne Philharmonic).

Upcoming performances include the role of Figaro (The Marriage of Figaro) at Guildhall and Vaughan 
Williams’ Fantasia on Christmas Carols with Musica Sacra.

;OPZ�PZ�/HKSLPNO»Z�ÄYZ[�HWWLHYHUJL�^P[O�7PUJON\[�6WLYH�

CELESTE LAZARENKO
Télaïre
Sydney-based soprano Celeste Lazarenko is a graduate of the 
Guildhall School of Music & Drama Opera Course, where she studied 
with Rudolf Piernay, and of the Sydney Conservatorium Opera 
School. She holds a double Masters degree in Performance from 
both colleges.

>OPSL�PU�[OL�<2��*LSLZ[L�^VYRLK�L_[LUZP]LS`�MVY�,UNSPZO�5H[PVUHS�
Opera, covering the roles of Polissena (Handel’s Radamisto), Nora 
(Vaughan Williams’ Riders to the Sea), Clémence (Kaija Saariaho’s 
L’Amour de Loin), the title role in Handel’s Partenope and the soprano 
solo in Sibelius’ Luonnotar. Roles with the Guildhall included The 

Governess (The Turn of the Screw, Kiev Festival, 2005), Susanna (The Marriage of Figaro), Rosina 
(La Finta Semplice), Barbarina in the English premiere of Jonathan Dove’s The Little Green Swallow 
and Denis in the world premiere of Roger Scruton’s Violet.

Highlights in recent years include Celia (Lucio Silla) for Opéra Angers Nantes / Opéra de Rennes, 
Pamina (The Magic Flute), Mary (Vaughan Williams’ Hugh the Drover), Morgana (Alcina), Sandrina 
(La Finta Giardiniera), and The Seasons, with Dijon Opera. In 2009 Celeste toured France singing 
the principal soprano role in Philip Glass’ Hydrogen Jukebox for Angers Nantes Opéra. She is a 
frequent concert soloist in Australia and has performed Messiah with the Sydney and Melbourne 
symphony orchestras and Mahler’s Symphony No. 4 with the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra.

Recent Australian engagements have included Pamina (The Magic Flute) MVY�7HJPÄJ�6WLYH��
Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 with the Willoughby Symphony Orchestra and Mendelssohn’s St Paul 
with Sydney University Graduate Choir. Upcoming engagements include the requiems of Verdi and 
Brahms.Celeste’s prizes and awards include the Countess of Munster Award, a Helpmann Award, 
;OL�(\Z[YHSPHU�4\ZPJ�-V\UKH[PVU�(^HYK�HUK�;OL�4HY[LU�)LX\LZ[��:OL�^HZ�HSZV�H�ÄUHSPZ[�PU�[OL�
2005 Kathleen Ferrier Competition.

MARGARET PLUMMER
Phœbé
Margaret Plummer gained a Bachelor of Music (Studies) degree from 
the Sydney Conservatorium of Music in 2005. She studied voice 
with Rowena Cowley. In Sydney she has performed as a soloist with 
the choirs of the Sydney Conservatorium and the University of NSW, 
Macquarie University Singers, Bel A Cappella, Georgian Singers, The 
Hastings Choristers and Sutherland Shire Choral Society. In 2009 she 
performed in Mahler’s Symphony No. 2 in Hobart. 

0U�������4HYNHYL[�ZHUN�[OL�YVSL�VM�+VYHILSSH�PU�7HJPÄJ�6WLYH»Z�
production of Mozart’s Così fan tutte. She appeared as Hansel in 
Hansel and Gretel for Opera Australia’s touring arm, Oz Opera, in 

2006, and is now a full-time member of the Opera Australia Chorus. Other roles for Opera Australia 
include Vittoria (The Gondoliers), The Spirit (Dido and Aeneas), Noble Orphan (Der Rosenkavalier), 
Second Bridesmaid (The Marriage of Figaro) and Third Lady (The Magic Flute). She has also 
covered many roles for Opera Australia. 

In 2011 Margaret toured Queensland, the Northern Territory and Western Australia with Oz Opera, 
performing the roles of Annina and Flora (La traviata). Early in 2012, she appeared as Flora in the 
inaugural Handa Opera on Sydney Harbour.

;OPZ�PZ�4HYNHYL[�Z�ÄYZ[�HWWLHYHUJL�^P[O�7PUJON\[�6WLYH�

ANNA FRASER 
Cléone / Follower of Hébé / A spirit
Born in Sydney and a graduate of the Sydney Conservatorium of 
Music (2000) and New England Conservatory (2002) in Boston, Anna 
Fraser has gained a reputation as a versatile soprano specialising in 
the interpretation of early and contemporary repertoire. In 2002, she 
attended the Britten-Pears Young Artist Program in the UK and was a 
soloist in Handel’s Dixit Dominus and the masque Acis and Galatea at 
the Aldeburgh Festival. 

(UUH�WLYMVYTZ�L_[LUZP]LS`�^P[O�H�U\TILY�VM�:`KUL`»Z�WYVMLZZPVUHS�
ensembles including Cantillation, Sydney Philharmonia Choirs, 
Sydney Symphony, ACO Voices, Salut! Baroque and The Sydney 

Consort. Since 2008, she has been a permanent member of The Song Company, including annual 
tours of Australia and abroad, most recently to the Flanders Festival in Ghent (2009), the Shanghai 
>VYSK�,_WV��*OPUH��������HUK�HU�L_[LUZP]L�[OYLL�^LLR�[V\Y�MVY�*OHTILY�4\ZPJ�5L^�ALHSHUK�
(2010).

Anna has been performing with Pinchgut Opera since 2004, with roles including Speranza 
(Monteverdi’s L’Orfeo), Une Phrygienne (Rameau’s Dardanus) and the roles of Mirinda and Melide in 
Cavalli’s L’Ormindo.

CASTOR &

POLLUX
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PASCAL HERINGTON
Mercure
Pascal Herington is currently studying in the Advanced Diploma of 
Opera program at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music with Maree 
Ryan. He recently helped create the role of Lon in the Australian 
premiere of George Palmer’s opera Cloudstreet, directed by Gale 
Edwards. Pascal has also performed the roles of Robin (The Merry 
Wives of Windsor), Comus (King Arthur), Man 1 (Trouble in Tahiti), 
Il Podesta (La Finta Giardiniera), Osmin (Gluck’s La Rencontre 
Imprévue), Pluton (Orpheus in the Underworld), and A.G. Bolum 
in the premiere of Anne Boyd’s Daisy Bates at Ooldea. He has 
also performed solos in works by Pergolesi, Handel, Haydn, 
Mozart, Beethoven and Britten. This year, Pascal was The Visitor 

in the Australian premiere of Philip Glass’ In the Penal Colony. Most recently, he appeared as El 
Remendado in Sydney Philharmonia Choirs’ concert performance of Bizet’s Carmen, and has also 
WLYMVYTLK�L_JLYW[Z�MYVT�Candide with Sydney Philharmonia alongside Emma Matthews. This is 
7HZJHS�Z�ÄYZ[�HWWLHYHUJL�^P[O�7PUJON\[�6WLYH�

ADAM MURRAY
Dancer
Adam Murray studied at Brent Street Studios, completing the full-time 
*LY[PÄJH[L�0=�PU�7LYMVYTPUN�(Y[Z��-VSSV^PUN�[OPZ��(KHT�[YH]LSSLK�[V�
New York for a period of study at the prestigious Steps on Broadway 
dance studio as an international student. While in New York, he 
L_WLYPLUJLK�T\S[PWSL�Z[`SLZ�VM�TVKLYU�HUK�JVU[LTWVYHY`�KHUJL��SH[LY�
returning to Australia to further his studies in ballet and contemporary 
dance at the University of NSW, graduating in 2011 with a Bachelor of 
Dance/Education degree. 

MARK DONNELLY
High Priest
Born in Cairns, Mark Donnelly moved to Brisbane in 1990, where 
OL�ZWLU[�Ä]L�`LHYZ�H[�[OL�8\LLUZSHUK�*VUZLY]H[VYP\T�Z[\K`PUN�^P[O�
Gregory Massingham. During this time he performed the roles of 
The Sailing Master in the Australian premiere of Britten’s Billy Budd 
and Count Carl-Magnus Malcolm in Sondheim’s A Little Night Music, 
HZ�^LSS�HZ�HWWLHYPUN�PU�L_JLYW[Z�MYVT�Così fan tutte, The Marriage 
of Figaro and The Magic Flute. In 1993, he joined the chorus at 
Opera Queensland, also covering principal roles in Rigoletto, Eugene 
Onegin, Carmen and Don Giovanni. Fifteen years ago, Mark joined 
The Song Company. Since then he has recorded numerous CDs 
^P[O�[OL�LUZLTISL�HUK�[V\YLK�L_[LUZP]LS`�[OYV\NOV\[�(\Z[YHSPH��5L^�

Zealand, Malaysia, Portugal, France, The Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark, England, Italy and the 
<:(��4HYR�OHZ�HSZV�WLYMVYTLK�^P[O�*HU[PSSH[PVU�HUK�YLJVYKLK�ÄST�ZJVYLZ�MVY�Babe II: Pig in the City 
and The Bank and numerous documentaries for TV and radio. He has appeared as a soloist with 
the Australian Chamber Orchestra, Sydney Philharmonia Choirs, Newcastle University Choir and the 
:`KUL`�<UP]LYZP[`�4\ZPJHS�:VJPL[ �̀�;OPZ�PZ�4HYR»Z�ÄYZ[�HWWLHYHUJL�^P[O�7PUJON\[�6WLYH�

ASH BEE 
Choreographer
Ash Bee has a diverse range of choreographic interests and 
L_WLYPLUJL�ZWHUUPUN�JVU[LTWVYHY`�KHUJL��T\ZPJHS�[OLH[YL��QHaa�HUK�
performance art. Having completed a Bachelor of Arts degree in 
Dance in 2008, Ash has gone on to choreograph for The Lunch Hour 
(Siren Theatre Company), A Midsummer Night’s Dream, A Winter’s 
Tale (Shakespeare on the Green) and 25th Annual Putnam County 
Spelling Bee (Squeaky Floor Productions). Ash is also the founder 
of Blonde Ambition, a contemporary dance trio with a feminist 
WLYMVYTHUJL�HY[�HNLUKH��-VY�[OPZ��OLY�JOVYLVNYHWO`�L_WSVYLZ�H�
vocabulary of quotidian gesture, contemporary dance and grotesque 
theatricality. Referencing a range of symbols including Barbie, the 

/P[JOJVJR�ISVUKL�HUK�7SH`IV`�I\UU �̀�OLY�^VYR�^P[O�)SVUKL�(TIP[PVU�HSZV�LTWSV`Z�NLUKLY�ZPNUPÄLYZ�
to investigate the notion of a constructed beauty ideal. 

Ash’s achievements with Blonde Ambition include a Responsive Residency with Critical Path (2011), 
Most Outstanding Choreography Award (Short, Sweet + Dance 2009), You Are Here Festival (2011) 
and the Sydney Fringe Festival (2010). Her original short work was selected for remount in the 
inaugural season of Shorter + Sweeter Dance (2011).

PAUL GOODWIN-GROEN 
Jupiter
Paul Goodwin-Groen holds a Masters degree in Theatre/Acting from 
Brandeis University, Boston. He continued his musical studies at 
the Manhattan School of Music and the Britten-Pears School in the 
UK, and in Italy with the Ezio Pinza Foundation (EPCASO). He has 
performed with many New York companies and was in the original 
cast of Baz Luhrmann’s La Bohème on Broadway. His roles include 
Leporello (Don Giovanni), the title role in +VU�7HZX\HSL� Colline (La 
bohème), Sarastro (The Magic Flute), Don Alfonso (Così fan tutte), 
Mr Olsen (Kurt Weill’s Street Scene), Caspar (Der Freischütz), Claudio 
(Agrippina), Simone (Gianni Schicchi), Bottom (A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream), Cadmus/Somnus (Semele), Sparafucile (Rigoletto), Don 

Fernando (Fidelio) and Fafner (Das Rheingold). In 2007, he made his debut at the Royal Opera 
House, Covent Garden as Guccio in Gianni Schicchi, and also sang the role of Mother in Weill’s 
Seven Deadly Sins with the Royal Ballet. He has performed with New Devon Opera, London Lyric 
Opera, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, and at the Aldeburgh Festival. Since moving to Australia, 
Paul has appeared as soloist with Sydney Philharmonia Choirs (Purcell’s King Arthur and Bach’s 
St John Passion and B minor Mass), with the Tasmanian Discovery Orchestra as Ford in Vaughan 
Williams’ Sir John in Love,�HZ�:HYHZ[YV�PU�7HJPÄJ�6WLYH»Z�WYVK\J[PVU�VM�The Magic Flute, as Saul in 
the Sydney University Graduate Choirs’ performance of Handel’s Saul HUK�HZ�;OL�6MÄJLY�PU�:`KUL`�
Chamber Opera’s production of the Philip Glass opera In the Penal Colony.�;OPZ�PZ�7H\S�Z�ÄYZ[�
appearance with Pinchgut Opera.

SEAN MARCS
Dancer
Sean Marcs is a NSW-based independent dancer, emerging 
choreographer and graduate of the Wesley Institute’s Bachelor of 
Dance. He has danced for DirtyFeet and as a member of youMove 
Company, and has worked with choreographers including Emma 
Saunders, Jodie McNeilly, Vicki Van Hout, Kevin Privett, and Anton 
and Kay Armstrong.

In 2011 Sean toured Australia with Shorter Sweeter + Dance, working 
with choreographers Tim Farrar, Sarah-Vyne Vassallo, Martin del Amo, 
Veronica Beattie and Travers Ross. 

As a guest artist for youMove Company in their Virtual Residency 
Program, Sean worked with Germany-based choreographer David Williams on the duet Last Place 
to Go, footage from which was screened at Germany’s 2011 International Dance Festival.

Currently a member of Vertical Shadows dance company in Melbourne, Sean has performed in their 
2012 season of On The Rocks under Artistic Director Stephen Agisilaou. Most recently Sean toured 
as part of the cast of Briwyant, an original Indigenous dance concept, working with Choreographer 
and Artistic Director Vicki Van Hout.

CASTOR &
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ANDY MCDONELL
Set Design
(UK`�4J+VULSS�ILNHU�^VYRPUN�VU�[OLH[YL�HUK�ÄST�PU��   ��ZL[[PUN�
HIV\[�NH[OLYPUN�IYVHK�L_WLYPLUJLZ�PU�WYVWZ�HUK�TVKLS�THRPUN��ZL[�
building, sculpting and special effects before disappearing for a year 
to help build a straw bale house somewhere.

In 2005 he began the Bachelor of Theatre Design course at NIDA, 
graduating with the William Fletcher Trust Grant in 2007.

Andy has gone on to production design for The Bee (dir. Hideki 
Noda, Darlinghurst Theatre), You Can’t Buy My Soul (Kev Carmody 
and Brendan Fletcher, State Theatre for Sydney Festival), My Name 
is Rachel Corrie (Rachel Corrie, Belvoir Downstairs), Altar Boyz (Gary 

(KSLY�HUK�4�7��>HSRLY��:`KUL`�HUK�4LSIV\YUL�MVY�7YLJLKLU[�7YVK\J[PVUZ���[OL�MLH[\YL�ÄST�Mad 
Bastards (Brendan Fletcher, selected for the Sundance Festival), Woman Before a Glass and The 
Seagull (Kate Gaul), and As The World Tipped (Nigel Jamieson, touring Europe and Australia).

)L`VUK�[OL�)SHJR�)V_��OL�HSZV�KLZPNUZ�MVY�UPNO[JS\IZ��YLZ[H\YHU[Z��MVVK�[Y\JRZ��YL[HPS�HUK�ÄUL�
HY[PZ[Z��;OPZ�PZ�[OL�ÄYZ[�[PTL�(UK`�OHZ�KLZPNULK�MVY�7PUJON\[�

NEIL FISHER
Production Manager
Born in Sydney, Neil Fisher is a graduate of NIDA’s Technical 
Production course. This is Neil’s tenth production with Pinchgut, 
having previously worked as head electrician on Griselda, L’anima 
KLS�ÄSVZVMV��3»6YTPUKV��+H]PK��1VUH[OHU��1\KP[OH�;YP\TWOHUZ��
Idomeneo, Dardanus, L’Orfeo and The Fairy Queen.

Big hART has invited Neil to be Production Manager of their major 
performance piece Hipbone Sticking Out as a part of the Centenary 
VM�*HUILYYH�JLSLIYH[PVUZ�UL_[�`LHY��/L�WYL]PV\ZS`�^VYRLK�VU�[OLPY�
production of Namatjira as Production and Technical Manager for a 
21-venue national tour in 2012 and was also Technical Manager for 

their 2011 tour. Earlier this year, Neil was the Technical Manager for Thyestes (Company B Belvoir) 
and production consultant on Buried City (Company B and Urban Theatre Projects).

In a freelance capacity, Neil has worked for Bangarra Dance Theatre in various positions including 
Technical Manager, Lighting Designer and Head Electrician on Fire, Mathinna, Awakenings, True 
Stories, Clan and Spirit. Prior to this, Neil worked for Ensemble Productions as Production Manager 
for Six Dance Lessons in Six Weeks, End of the Rainbow, Are You There?, Local Man and The 
Drawer Boy.

JASMINE CHRISTIE
Costume Design
Jasmine Christie completed a Bachelor of Set and Costume Design 
degree at NIDA in 2010. Since graduating she has designed sets 
HUK�JVZ[\TLZ�MVY�IV[O�[OLH[YL�HUK�ÄST��1HZTPUL»Z�ZL[�HUK�JVZ[\TL�
credits include Men Without Shadows (dir. Hendrick Elstein), Fools 
Island (Jo Turner), The Chaos Fairy (Darren Gilshenan), Ishmael 
and the Return of the Dugongs �-YHZLY�*H\SÄLSK���The Pied Piper 
of Hamelin (Kylie Bonaccorso / Shane Jones), Savage in Limbo 
(Workhorse Theatre Co.) and costume design for Tell it Like it Isn’t 
(Luke Kerridge & Lachlan Philpott). 

;OPZ�PZ�1HZTPUL»Z�ÄYZ[�WYVK\J[PVU�^P[O�7PUJON\[�

LUIZ PAMPOLHA 
Lighting Designer
Luiz Pampolha is a graduate of NIDA, and a member of the 
Illuminating Engineering Society of Australia and New Zealand.

His lighting design credits include Rabbit, The Removalists, Love-
Lies-Bleeding, Saturn’s Return, Waikiki Hip, The 7 Stages of Grieving, 
and Romeo and Juliet (Sydney Theatre Company); The Call, Concus-
sion, The Story of the Miracles at Cookie’s Table, The Nightwatch-
man and The Kid��.YPMÄU�;OLH[YL�*VTWHU`�"�Antigone and Ruben 
Guthrie (Company B); Hitler’s Daughter, Fox, Thursday’s Child, The 
Prospectors, I am Jack and Milli, Jack and the Dancing Cat (Monkey 
Baa); The CODA Collective, danceTANK, Emergence (Sydney Opera 

House); Capture the Flag (Critical Stages); Disarming Rosetta (HotHouse); Kreutzer vs Kreutzer 
(Australian Chamber Orchestra); The Cunning Little Vixen (Sydney Chamber Opera); and Griselda 
(Pinchgut Opera).

He has also designed and co-designed productions for international arts festivals in Edinburgh, 
Wellington, Belfast, Adelaide, Sydney and Melbourne.

Luiz was nominated for Best Lighting Designer in 2006 and 2007 (Sydney Theatre Awards) and in 
2010 (Green Room Awards).

PAULO MONTOYA
Assistant Director
Paulo Montoya was born in Costa Rica and moved to Sydney at the 
HNL�VM�ZP_[LLU��/L�JVUZPKLYLK�H�JHYLLY�HZ�H�WYVMLZZPVUHS�NVSMLY�ILMVYL�
his love for opera and theatre got the better of him and he set his 
sights on becoming a stage director. 

This year Paulo has worked on ten different productions as director, 
assistant director and stage manager. He directed La bohème and 
The Deluded Bridegroom MVY�7HJPÄJ�6WLYH��^HZ�HZZPZ[HU[�KPYLJ[VY�
on Animal Farm at Australian Theatre for Young People (dir. Netta 
Yashchin), and assistant director and stage manager for Sydney 
Conservatorium’s production of Orpheus in the Underworld (Sally 

)SHJR^VVK���([�6WLYH�(\Z[YHSPH��OL�OHZ�ILLU�HU�VIZLY]LY�VU�1VOU�*V_»Z�Capriccio and Gale Edwards’ 
Salome. In 2013 Paulo will direct Don Giovanni for Sydney Independent Opera and Iolanta for 
Sydney Lyric Opera. 

Paulo is also a published author and frequently lectures on opera for various educational groups 
across Sydney. Usually a Wagner and Verdi enthusiast, Paulo’s discovery of Rameau has been a 
true delight and he can’t wait to work on Baroque opera again!

CASTOR &

POLLUX
ABOUT THE ARTISTS

Ok. I think it’s time to talk about next year…
   I’m liking the mythic quality of gods and tasks; perhaps we should look for another opera 
   on a similar theme?
Sure. Let’s pick something legendary.
   How about Jason and the Argonauts?
Yeah! Wasn’t there an ABC series that Ken [Nielsen, our board member] and so 
many others loved so much, based on exactly that? The Argonauts Club!
   Er, right... So now all we need is an opera written on the subject… 
Well, as it happens, the most famous and oft-performed opera in the 17th 
JLU[\Y`�Ä[Z�[OL�IPSS��(UK�^HKK`H�RUV^&�Giasone is almost never performed 
these days. It’s almost like he wrote it for Pinchgut.
   Who? Who wrote it?
Francesco Cavalli, who wrote L’Ormindo that we performed a few years ago. It’s  
a great mix of comedy and tragedy, and has the most sublime music.
   That. Sounds. Perfect. Let’s do it!
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CANTILLATION
Antony Walker Music Director 
Alison Johnston Manager
 
*HU[PSSH[PVU�PZ�H�JOVY\Z�VM�WYVMLZZPVUHS�ZPUNLYZ�¶�HU�LUZLTISL�VM�ÄUL�]VPJLZ�^P[O�[OL�ZWLLK��HNPSP[`�
HUK�ÅL_PIPSP[`�VM�H�JOHTILY�VYJOLZ[YH��-VYTLK�PU������I`�(U[VU`�>HSRLY�HUK�(SPZVU�1VOUZ[VU��P[�OHZ�
since been busy in the concert hall, opera theatre and recording studio.

Highlights have included John Adams’ Harmonium and On the Transmigration of Souls, Ross 
Edwards’ Symphony No. 4 Star Chant, Haydn’s Nelson Mass and Jonathan Mills’ Sandakan 
Threnody (all with the Sydney Symphony), concerts with Andrea Bocelli, tours of regional NSW 
(part of Musica Viva’s CountryWide program), and performances with Emma Kirkby in Sydney and 
Melbourne, also for Musica Viva. Cantillation has sung for the Dalai Lama, performed at the opening 
ceremony of the 2003 Rugby World Cup and recorded soundtracks for several movies, including 
Christopher Gordon’s Emmy-nominated score for Salem’s Lot. 

Recordings for ABC Classics include Miserere – great choral masterpieces of the Renaissance; a 
collection of contemplative 20th-century sacred works entitled Prayer for Peace; Fauré’s Requiem; 
Orff’s Carmina burana; Handel’s Messiah (CD and DVD); the Christmas disc Silent Night; an album 
of folk songs entitled Ye Banks and Braes; 4HNUPÄJH[ with Emma Kirkby; and a disc of Baroque 
choruses, Hallelujah! Cantillation’s recording of Mozart’s Requiem was released in September this 
year.

Recent projects include the Sydney premiere of Nigel Westlake’s Missa Solis, Brahms’ German 
9LX\PLT, Ravel’s Daphnis and Chloe, Vaughan Williams’ Sinfonia Antartica and Flos Campi, and 
Haydn’s Creation��HSS�^P[O�[OL�:`KUL`�:`TWOVU`"�[OL�TV]PL�ÄST�ZJVYLZ�Happy Feet 2, Live Bait 3D, 
and I, Frankenstein��HUK�YLJVYKPUN�HUK�ÄSTPUN�1VUH[OHU�4PSSZ»�VWLYH�The Eternity Man. 

Future engagements include several projects with the Sydney Symphony, and a concert with the 
Australian Chamber Orchestra. 

*HU[PSSH[PVU�PZ�[OL�VMÄJPHS�JOVY\Z�MVY�7PUJON\[�6WLYH��

Sopranos 
Anna Fraser 
Belinda Montgomery 
Alison Morgan 
Josie Ryan 
Anna Sandstrom

Mezzo-sopranos 
Natalie Shea 
Nicole Smeulders *

Hautes-contre 
Pascal Herington 
Dan Walker *

Tenors 
Richard Black 
Marcus Bortolotti 
Andrei Laptev * 
John Pitman

Basses 
John Bispham 
Corin Bone 
Mark Donnelly 
Paul Goodwin-Groen * 
David Hidden

* Chorus solos

CASTOR &

POLLUX
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ORCHESTRA OF THE ANTIPODES
Antony Walker Music Director 
Alison Johnston Manager
 
Initially formed as the Baroque arm of Sinfonia Australis, Orchestra of the Antipodes has rapidly 
developed a thriving life of its own. Its members have played in many acclaimed and admired 
ensembles in Australia and world wide including Les Arts Florissants, Orchestra of the Age of 
Enlightenment, Academy of Ancient Music, Florilegium, Concerto Copenhagen, Australian Chamber 
Orchestra, Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra, The English Concert, the Sydney, Melbourne and 
Tasmanian Symphony Orchestras, Australian Brandenburg Orchestra, Il Giardino Armonico, Les 
Talens Lyriques and the Venice Baroque Orchestra.

Its debut CD, Handel’s Messiah (also released on DVD), has drawn widespread critical acclaim; 
a subsequent disc of Bach Arias and Duets with Sara Macliver and Sally-Anne Russell quickly 
became a best seller, and was nominated for an ARIA Award in 2004. The Orchestra’s most recent 
releases are the complete Brandenburg Concertos (ABC Classics), Haydn’s 3»HUPTH�KLS�ÄSVZVMV�
(Pinchgut Opera), Mozart’s Requiem, 4HNUPÄJH[ with Emma Kirkby, and a disc of Baroque choruses 
performed with Cantillation, Hallelujah! The Orchestra’s recording of the complete Brandenburg 
Concertos was nominated for an ARIA Award in 2012. 

Recent projects have included the Australian premiere of Haydn’s�3»HUPTH�KLS�ÄSVZVMV and Vivaldi’s 
Griselda for Pinchgut Opera, concerts at the Art Gallery of NSW, and recordings of Mozart’s 
Exsultate, Jubilate with soprano Sara Macliver and Bach arias with bass-baritone Teddy Tahu 
Rhodes. In 2009 Orchestra of the Antipodes performed Dido and Aeneas and Acis and Galatea for 
Opera Australia. 

Violin 1 
Alice Evans 
Klotz School, Mittenwald,  
Germany, c.1750

Matthew Bruce 
Mark Pengilley, Melbourne, 
Australia, 1986, after Giovanni 
Paolo Maggini

Matthew Greco 
David Christian Hopf, Quittenbach, 
1760

Myee Clohessy 
Anonymous, Mittenwald, 
Germany, c.1790  

Violin 2 
Julia Fredersdorff 
18th-century Cremonese violin 
labelled ‘Laurentius Storioni 1789'

Miranda Hutton 
Annette Voll, The Hague, 
The Netherlands, 2009, after 
Stradivarius

Skye McIntosh 
Richard Duke, Holborn, London, 
1763

Robin Wilson 
Lu-Mi, Beijing, 2010, modelled 
after Antonio Stradivari

Viola 1 
John Ma 
Simon Brown, Sydney, Australia, 
2001

Valmai Coggins 
Adele Beardsmore and Alan 
Coggins, Blackheath, Australia 
1995, after Stradivarius ‘Gibson’ 
1734

Viola 2 
Nicole Forsyth 
Simon Brown, Sydney,  
Australia, 2010, after the Amati 
family 1574/1592 * 

Charlotte Burbrook de Vere 
Simon Brown, Sydney, Australia, 
2010, after the Amati family 
1574/1592 *

* Kindly on loan from Simon Brown 

Cello 
Danny Yeadon 
William Forster II, London, 1781 

Basse de violon 
Anthea Cottee 
Martin Bowers, Maldon, UK, 1995 
after a 17th-century Italian original

Viola da gamba 
Laura Vaughan 
Bass viola da gamba by Henner 
Harders, Mansfeld, Germany, 
2007, after Michel Colichon, Paris, 
France, 1691

Double Bass  
Kirsty McCahon 
Giuseppe Abbati, Modena, Italy, 
c.1750

Flute 
Melissa Farrow 
Fritjof Aurin, Düsseldorf, Germany 
1999, after J. Denner c.1720 
Piccolo by Rudolf Tutz, Innsbruck, 
Austria, 2005

Mikaela Oberg 
Alain Weemaels, Brussels, 
Belgium, 2012, after Jacob 
Denner, Nuremberg, c.1720 
Piccolo by Rudolf Tutz, Innsbruck, 
Austria, 2005

Oboe 
Kirsten Barry 
Mary Kirkpatrick, Ithaca, NY, 2005 
after Naust (late 17th-century 
French)

Owen Watkins 
Mary Kirkpatrick, Ithaca, NY, 1978 
after Bizey

Bassoon 
Simon Rickard 
Olivier Cottet, France, 2012, after 
Charles Bizey, c.1720 *

Lisa Goldberg 
Olivier Cottet, France, 2012, after 
Charles Bizey, c.1720 *

* Commissioned specially for these 
performances

Trumpet 
Leanne Sullivan 
Rainer Egger, Basel, Switzerland, 
bell after Johann Leonhard Ehe II 
(1664-1724), Nuremburg

Timpani and Tabor 
Richard Gleeson 
3LÄUH�.LYTHU�)HYVX\L�Z[`SLK�
belt driven calf-headed copper 
timpani, built in 1999

Harpsichord 
Erin Helyard 
French double harpsichord by 
*HYL`�)LLIL�tSu]L�KL�+��1HJX\LZ�
Way, 1991, after originals by  
Blanchet, mid-18th century

Pitch  
A392

Temperament D’Alembert/
Rousseau 1752/67

INSTRUMENT FUND
The operas Pinchgut performs often require specialised period instruments, some of which can be 
really hard to source in Australia. Rather than assuming risk and adding to costs by hiring them from 
overseas, our solution has been to commission instrument makers to specially handcraft several 
replicas of period instruments. This way, we have the resources to call on whenever required. As 
custodians of these instruments, Pinchgut can also make them available to other musicians within 
Australia if needed. 
To date the Pinchgut Instrument fund has commissioned two Baroque piccolos (which are also 
being played tonight) and two Baroque clarinets. Other purchases include a basse de violon, which 
is also being used for Castor & Pollux.
Our newest arrivals to the growing Pinchgut instrument collection are the two beautiful Olivier 
Cottet French Baroque bassoons, making their debut in these performances of Rameau’s Castor 
& Pollux. Pinchgut is grateful to the generosity of a very special group of people who helped make 
this happen: Christine Bishop, Amanda Carter, Prue Davenport, Rosemary & David Houseman, Mrs 
W.G. Keighley, Lady Ann McFarlane, John & Hope Pitman, Heather & John Rickard, David & Gillian 
9P[JOPL��3L_�>H[ZVU�HUK�HUVU`TV\Z�
If you would like to support Pinchgut’s endeavours in the creation of new ‘old’ instruments, then 
please get in touch. Genevieve (0412 559 320) and Liz (0407 916 802) would love to hear from you.
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SYNOPSIS
*HZ[VY�HUK�7VSS\_�HYL�[^PUZ��IVYU�[V�[OL�ZHTL�TV[OLY�I\[�KPMMLYLU[�MH[OLYZ!�7VSS\_��[OL�ZVU�VM�
1\WP[LY��PZ�PTTVY[HS"�*HZ[VY��[OL�ZVU�VM�H�TVY[HS��PZ�UV[��7VSS\_�PZ�[OL�RPUN�VM�:WHY[H��

ACT 1
At the palace
7OµIt�PZ�^P[O�OLY�JVUÄKHU[L�*StVUL"�[OL`�KPZJ\ZZ�[OL�\WJVTPUN�THYYPHNL�VM�7OµIt»Z�ZPZ[LY�
;tSH{YL�[V�7VSS\_��;tSH{YL�PZ�PU�SV]L�^P[O�*HZ[VY��^OV�HSZV�SV]LZ�OLY��)\[�7OµIt�HSZV�SV]LZ�*HZ[VY��
and resents the different gifts she and Télaïre were given by the gods: Phœbé can call up the spirits 
of Hades, but Télaïre can seduce all men with her beauty. Phœbé fears that Castor may persuade 
7VSS\_�[V�SL[�OPT�THYY`�;tSH{YL��HUK�OHZ�H�WSHU�PU�^OPJO�3`UJHL\Z��7VSS\_»Z�LULT �̀�^PSS�HIK\J[�
Télaïre. 
;tSH{YL�SHTLU[Z�OLY�MVY[OJVTPUN�^LKKPUN�[V�7VSS\_��*HZ[VY�JVTLZ�[V�IPK�OLY�MHYL^LSS"�OL�OHZ�[VSK�OPZ�
IYV[OLY�VM�OPZ�SV]L�MVY�OLY��HUK�UV^�OL�T\Z[�NV�PU[V�L_PSL��7VSS\_�LU[LYZ��HUK�KLJSHYLZ�OPTZLSM�YLHK`�
to surrender his bride to prevent the unhappiness of the two people he loves most. The Spartans 
praise their leader and celebrate love. Their festivities are interrupted by the news that Phœbé has 
led Lyncaeus to the palace to abduct Télaïre. In the ensuing battle Castor is killed, and the chorus 
JHSSZ�VU�7VSS\_�[V�H]LUNL�OPZ�IYV[OLY�

ACT 2
At Castor’s tomb
Télaïre, despairing, is joined at Castor’s tomb by Phœbé who tells her that she can bring Castor 
back to life, provided Télaïre renounces her love for him. Télaïre agrees. Cries of triumph are heard, 
HUUV\UJPUN�[OL�]PJ[VY`�VM�7VSS\_��^OV�OHZ�RPSSLK�3`UJHL\Z��;tSH{YL�[LSSZ�7VSS\_�VM�7OµIt»Z�WSHU��I\[�
OL�[LSSZ�OLY�OL�^PSS�HWWLHS�[V�OPZ�MH[OLY�1\WP[LY�PUZ[LHK��7VSS\_�VYKLYZ�H�JLSLIYH[PVU��HUK�[OL�ZJLUL�PZ�
transformed to a pleasant place where athletes dance. 

ACT 3
The temple of Jupiter
7VSS\_�JVTLZ�[V�[OL�[LTWSL"�[OL�KVVYZ�VWLU�HUK�[OL�/PNO�7YPLZ[�JVTLZ�V\[��KPZWLYZPUN�[OL�JYV^K�
with the warning that Jupiter is about to appear in his full glory, which mortals may not endure. 
7VSS\_�ILNZ�OPZ�MH[OLY�[V�YLZ[VYL�*HZ[VY�[V�SPML��I\[�1\WP[LY�HKTP[Z�[OH[�L]LU�OL�PZ�IV\UK�I`�[OL�SH^Z�
VM�[OL�<UKLY^VYSK!�7VSS\_�TH`�KLZJLUK�[V�/HKLZ�HUK�MYLL�OPZ�IYV[OLY��I\[�VUS`�I`�[HRPUN�OPZ�WSHJL��
7VSS\_��KLZWHPYPUN�H[�[OL�WYVZWLJ[�VM�L[LYUHS�SPML�^P[OV\[�OPZ�ILSV]LK�*HZ[VY��HNYLLZ�[V�ZHJYPÄJL�
himself. Jupiter pleads with his son to consider how much he will be giving up, and calls on Hébé 
HUK�[OL�*LSLZ[PHS�7SLHZ\YLZ�[V�WLYZ\HKL�OPT�VM�[OL�KLSPNO[Z�VM�/LH]LU��7VSS\_�YLHSPZLZ�[OH[�[Y\L�
happiness is to be found not in the enchantments of beauty, but wherever a person loves and is 
loved, and is resolved all the more to rescue his brother. 

ACT 4
The entrance to the Underworld
7OµIt�JHSSZ�VU�[OL�ZWPYP[Z�[OH[�N\HYK�[OL�KLHK��7VSS\_�HWWLHYZ��N\PKLK�I`�4LYJ\Y �̀�^OV�[LSSZ�
7OµIt�[OH[�OLY�LMMVY[Z�HYL�PU�]HPU��7VSS\_�HUK�4LYJ\Y �̀�WYLWHYPUN�[V�LU[LY�[OL�JH]LYU��HYL�TL[�
by demons guarding the entrance, but they overcome them and are able to pass through safely. 
7OµIt�UV^�L_OVY[Z�[OL�WV^LYZ�VM�/HKLZ�[V�ISVJR�*HZ[VY»Z�YL[\YU��ZV�[OH[�OL�JHUUV[�IL�YL\UP[LK�
with Télaïre. In the Elysian Fields Castor wanders, still longing for Télaïre; the Blessed Spirits are 
\UHISL�[V�LHZL�OPZ�WHPU�HUK�[OL�YP]LY�3L[OL�JHUUV[�JHYY`�H^H`�[OL�TLTVY`�VM�OPZ�ILSV]LK��7VSS\_�
HWWLHYZ�HUK�[OL�[^V�IYV[OLYZ�NYLL[�LHJO�V[OLY�^P[O�KLSPNO[��*HZ[VY�H[�ÄYZ[�YLM\ZLZ�[V�HJJLW[�7VSS\_»Z�
ZHJYPÄJL��I\[�PZ�ÄUHSS`�WLYZ\HKLK�^OLU�[VSK�[OH[�PM�OL�KVLZ�UV[��;tSH{YL�[VV�^PSS�KPL��/L�HNYLLZ�[V�
return, but vows that it will be for one day only, just long enough to save Télaïre. Mercury takes him 
away. 

ACT 5
In Sparta
Télaïre welcomes Castor, but is devastated to learn that they must be parted again so soon. 
She begs him to stay, telling him that Jupiter will surely not hold him to his oath, but a volley of 
thunderbolts seems to say otherwise and Télaïre faints in terror. But when Jupiter appears, it is to 
HUUV\UJL�[OH[�[OL�-H[LZ�HYL�UV^�HWWLHZLK!�7VSS\_�OHZ�ILLU�YLSLHZLK�MYVT�/HKLZ��HUK�1\WP[LY�UV[�
only frees Castor from his oath, he grants him the same immortality as his brother. The only person 
[V�ÄUPZO�\W�PU�/HKLZ�PZ�7OµIt��^OVZL�QLHSV\Z�SV]L�OHZ�KYP]LU�OLY�[V�[HRL�OLY�V^U�SPML��;OL�OLH]LUZ�
open, and Jupiter praises the love and loyalty of the brothers. The twins take their place in the 
constellations, and all join with Castor in praising love. 

CASTOR &
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CASTOR &

POLLUX
ABOUT THE OPERA

Pinchgut Opera was set up by accident. One day in early 2000, Alison Johnston, Anna Cerneaz,  
Erin Helyard, Anna McDonald and Liz and Ken Nielsen were talking, over coffee, about music. 
This was not unusual. We often did that. Someone wondered if there was a different way of doing 
VWLYH��(�^H`�VM�W\[[PUN�[OL�T\ZPJ�ÄYZ[�HUK�OH]PUN�[OL�V[OLY�LSLTLU[Z�¶�ZL[Z��JVZ[\TLZ��WYVK\J[PVU�
– support the music but not get in its way. By the second cup of coffee we had agreed to set up an 
opera company.

City Recital Hall Angel Place had recently opened and we thought it would be perfect – a fairly small 
space, where the audience would  feel close to the musicians, and with a lovely acoustic for voice. 
Antony Walker, the already very well-known conductor, came on board, so we reckoned we had all 
of the artistic and business skills needed to produce and sell an opera.

>L�OHK�UV�Z[YH[LNPJ�WSHU��Q\Z[�H�YV\NO�I\KNL[�MVY�[OL�ÄYZ[�WYVK\J[PVU��5V�NV]LYUTLU[�NYHU[Z��Q\Z[�
JVUÄKLUJL�[OH[�^L�^V\SK�ÄUK�LUV\NO�WLVWSL�^OV�^HU[LK�[V�OLSW�\Z�
It was not intended that we would concentrate on Baroque opera. We wanted to give audiences 
the chance to hear Australia’s young singers and musicians, many of whom live overseas but are 
happy to return here to perform. We started with Handel’s Semele in 2002 – because we had some 
T\ZPJPHUZ�^OV�^LYL�]LY`�L_WLYPLUJLK�PU�WSH`PUN�VU�WLYPVK�PUZ[Y\TLU[Z�PU�)HYVX\L�Z[`SL�
That was followed by Purcell’s The Fairy Queen (2003), Monteverdi’s L’Orfeo (2004), Rameau’s 
Dardanus (2005), Mozart’s Idomeneo (2006), Vivaldi’s Juditha Triumphans (2007), Charpentier’s 
David et Jonathas (2008), Cavalli’s L’Ormindo (2009), Haydn’s 3»HUPTH�KLS�ÄSVZVMV (2010) and 
Vivaldi’s Griselda (2011). All our productions have been broadcast by ABC Classic FM and all but 
one recorded for CD – originally by ABC Classics but recently by our own label Pinchgut LIVE.

4VYL�VWLYHZ�^LYL�JVTWVZLK�ILMVYL������[OHU�HM[LY��,_JLW[�WLYOHWZ�MVY�H�ML^�MYVT�/HUKLS��]LY`�
few are performed these days. We think there is a huge treasure trove of marvellous works that 
Australian audiences have not seen. Cavalli, Vivaldi, Monteverdi, Rameau and Charpentier are 
almost unheard of, as opera composers, in this country. Other companies do the more familiar 
VWLYHZ�L_JLSSLU[S`"�^L�^HU[�[V�OLSW�H\KPLUJLZ�KPZJV]LY�ZVTL[OPUN�UL �̂�7LYOHWZ�PU�[OL�M\[\YL�^L�
will take the Pinchgut approach to works from the 20th or 21st century.

Our aims have not changed much since the beginning. We’ve been joined along the way by 
Andrew Johnston, John Pitman and Genevieve Lang. We know that artistically we are working in a 
]LY`�MLY[PSL�HYLH�HUK�HJOPL]PUN�]LY`�^VY[O^OPSL�[OPUNZ��>L�JVU[PU\L�[V�IL�L_[YLTLS`�NYH[LM\S�[V�V\Y�
audience who buy tickets, to all those who very generously donate both time and money, and to our 
sponsors who have helped us out enormously.

It’s with some sadness, but mostly tremendous pride, that we tell you that Anna Cerneaz, who has 
been with us from the beginning, is moving on in 2013. We will miss Anna’s boundless enthusiasm 
and tireless energy, but know that she will always be a part of the fabric of Pinchgut. Thank you 
Anna, for all that you have done for Pinchgut.

Would you like to become a part of the Pinchgut family and follow the evolution of each year’s 
WYVK\J[PVU&�;V�ÄUK�V\Y�TVYL��JVU[HJ[�.LUL]PL]L�3HUN� 
(0412 559 320 or genevieve@pinchgutopera.com.au)

CD RELEASE
GRISELDA
VIVALDI’S

Recorded in performance  
City Recital Hall Angel Place  
Nov & Dec 2011

“This live recording  
  is another triumph.”
  The Australian, October 2012

Purchase tonight in  
the foyer or on iTunes  
or from Fish Fine Music
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;OL�Z[VY`�VM�VWLYH�PU�-YHUJL�PU�[OL���[O�HUK���[O�JLU[\YPLZ�YL]VS]LZ�HYV\UK�HU�L_[YHVYKPUHYPS`�
]VSH[PSL�ULNV[PH[PVU�VM�V\[ZPKL�PUÅ\LUJLZ��6WLYH��VM�JV\YZL��^HZ�HU�0[HSPHU�PU]LU[PVU�HUK�*HYKPUHS�
Mazarin’s attempt to introduce it at the French court in 1647 was a dismal failure. If France was to 
have opera, it was to be distinctively French and free of all pernicious foreign tastes. France was to 
make opera its own. 
Through the establishment of the Académie Royale de Musique in 1672, Louis XIV bestowed a 
monopoly on his Florentine-born Z\YPU[LUKHU[�KL�SH�T\ZPX\L, Jean-Baptiste Lully, for the production 
VM�VWLYH�PU�-YLUJO��>OPSL�OLH]PS`�PUÅ\LUJLK�I`�[OL�VYPNPUHS�0[HSPHU�TVKLS��[3\SS`�THUHNLK�[V�MVYNL�H�
uniquely French style with the assistance of the great writer Philippe Quinault. The resulting genre, 
tragédie en musique, was inspired and guided by Aristotelian models of dramatic narrative. The role 
of the chorus was more important than in its Italian progenitor, and verisimilitude was underlined by 
speech-like declamation in both the airs as well as the récitatif ordinaire. Ornamentation – lavish, 
to the ears of lovers of Italian lyricism – was understood to have accentuated correct prosody and 
outlined the richly varied rhyming schemes of French poetry. For the Italians, opera was about 
vocality and virtuosity; for the French, it was about narrative and nuance. 
3\SS`»Z�PUÅ\LUJL�^HZ�ZV�NYLH[�[OYV\NOV\[�[OL�ÄYZ[�WHY[�VM�[OL���[O�JLU[\Y`�[OH[�P[�^HZ�VM[LU�]LY`�
KPMÄJ\S[�MVY�UL^�JVTWVZLYZ�[V�OH]L�[OLPY�VWLYHZ�YLJVNUPZLK�I`�HU�PUJYLHZPUNS`�JVUZLY]H[P]L�
LZ[HISPZOTLU[�[OH[�OVUV\YLK�[OL�Z[YLUN[O�VM�L_PZ[PUN�MVYTZ��;OL�WLY]HZP]L�HUK�ZVTL^OH[�\U`PLSKPUN�
WYLZLUJL�VM�[OL�3\SSPHU�[YHKP[PVU�TH`�HJJV\U[�MVY�1LHU�7OPSPWWL�9HTLH\»Z�SH[L�ÄYZ[�MVYH`�PU[V�VWLYH[PJ�
composition. Having arrived in Paris in 1722, Rameau had attracted a formidable reputation as 
a theorist, composer and pedagogue but had yet to set an opera (though it appears he had had 
ambitions to do so). The 40-year-old Rameau bided his time. Apparently it was only on hearing a 
particularly moving production of Jephté by his old rival Montéclair in 1732 that he was inspired to 
take up his pen to set a libretto.
/PZ�ÄYZ[�VWLYH��Hippolyte et Aricie (1733), sparked immediate controversy and divided Parisian 
audiences into those in favour of Rameau’s new style (the Ramistes) and those who preferred the 
operatic status quo (the Lullistes, who derisively called their opponents ramoneurs, or chimney 
Z^LLWZ���9HTLH\�LZZLU[PHSS`�[VVR�L_PZ[PUN�3\SSPHU�JVU]LU[PVUZ�HUK�PU[LUZPÄLK�VY�OLPNO[LULK�[OLT��
all the while taking into consideration the latest Italianate trends. He kept the diverse time signatures 
and painstakingly notated rhythms that Lully had initiated for correct declamation in much of the 
YtJP[H[PM��I\[�OL�THKL�P[�TVYL�WSPHISL��L_WYLZZP]L��HUK�HIV]L�HSS�OHYTVUPJHSS`�YPJOLY��/L�PU[YVK\JLK�
THU`�0[HSPHUH[L�TLSPZTHZ�HUK�[\YUZ�VM�WOYHZLZ�PU�[OL�WHYHKV_PJHSS`�UHTLK�HYPL[[LZ��KLZWP[L�[OL�
diminutive – ‘little arias’ – these were the longest and most virtuosic) and he enriched the Lullian 
monologues and airs de mouvement with accompanied recitative and other kinds of orchestral 
accompaniment in novel and tonally imaginative ways. Overall, Rameau deepened French theatrical 
declamation with a profound sense of dramatic lyricism. Voltaire reported that Rameau told him: 
‘Lully needs actors, but I need singers.’
Many of the Lullistes feared that Rameau was an Italophile iconoclast, but in reality he was far from 
it; the many revivals of his works attest to the attention he paid his critics. Many at the time said that 
Rameau’s operas worked only in revival. The revisions appeared to have presented composer and 
H\KPLUJL�^P[O�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�[V�IL[[LY�YLÄUL�HUK�HWWYLJPH[L��YLZWLJ[P]LS �̀�[OL�^VYRZ�PU�X\LZ[PVU�
Through this process, it is fair to say that Rameau’s 1737 Castor et Pollux only achieved success 
PU�������H[�P[Z�ÄYZ[�YL]P]HS��)`�������^P[O�[OL�NYLH[�:VWOPL�(YUV\SK�JYLH[PUN�OLY�JHYLLY�KLÄUPUN�YVSL�
of Télaïre, it was hailed by contemporaries as Rameau’s greatest operatic achievement. Many now 
recognised the composer as France’s greatest since Lully himself, a reputation he enjoyed thanks to 
[OL�NYLH[�Z\JJLZZ�HJJVYKLK�[OL�YL]P]LK�*HZ[VY�L[�7VSS\_��;OL������]LYZPVU�HWWLHYLK�H[�[OL�OLPNO[�
of the so-called Guerre des Bouffons or ‘War of the Comic Actors’. Earlier disputes between the 
9HTPZ[LZ�HUK�3\SSPZ[LZ�OHK�[HRLU�VU�H�UL^�JVTWSL_P[`�PU�[OL�����Z��^P[O�KPZJV\YZL�[\YUPUN�TVYL�[V�
politicised debates on the relative merits of Italian and French music. Castor et Pollux seems to have 
put an end to the increasingly empty debates, which had run their course. It very quickly became 
H�[V\JOZ[VUL�VM�[OL�[YHNtKPL�LU�T\ZPX\L�NLUYL��*VTWVZLYZ�HZ�MHY�HÄLSK�HZ�;LSLTHUU�HUK�.YH\U�
discussed Rameau’s achievement.
The librettist, Pierre-Joseph Bernard, had wrought a rather unusual subject for the stage. Rather 
than the usual romantic pairing of man and woman, Bernard instead focused upon the fraternal 
KL]V[PVU�VM�*HZ[VY�HUK�7VSS\_��.YHOHT�:HKSLY�OHZ�HYN\LK�[OH[�PU�P[Z�YL]PZLK�MVYT��)LYUHYK»Z�SPIYL[[V�
‘is arguably the tautest, best constructed and most elegant of any that Rameau set.’ Sadler notes 
[OL�WV^LYM\S�JVUQ\UJ[PVU�VM�]HY`PUN�JVUÅPJ[Z�PU�[OL�Z[VY`!�[OL�Z[Y\NNSL�MVY�7VSS\_�IL[^LLU�OPZ�K\[`�
and his unconditional love for Télaïre, and Castor vying with the fatal consequences of the jealousy 
of Phœbé. 
Castor et Pollux�L_OPIP[Z�PU�P[Z�YL]PZLK�MVYT�H�NYLH[�HUK�T\S[P�MHJL[LK�YHUNL�VM�KYHTH[PJ�L_WYLZZPVU��
MYVT�[OL�ZVSLTUP[`�VM�*HZ[VY»Z�M\ULYHS�JOVY\Z��[V�;tSH{YL»Z�L_[YHVYKPUHY`�V\[WV\YPUN�VM�NYPLM��[V�
*HZ[VY»Z�TV\YUM\S�HPY�VU�[OL�,S`ZPHU�-PLSKZ��H�WSHJL�VM�YLWVZL�PU�^OPJO�OL�ÄUKZ�UV�Z\JJV\Y��(IV]L�
HSS��[OLYL�PZ�[OL�Å\PK�HUK�ZLUZP[P]L�ZL[[PUN�VM�)LYUHYK»Z�LSLNHU[�WVL[Y �̀�[VNL[OLY�^P[O�[OL�Z\ISPTL�
dances of the entrées and divertissements of the Spartans, the shades of Hades and the followers 
VM�/tIt��9HTLH\»Z�^VYK�ZL[[PUN�PZ�WHY[PJ\SHYS`�ILH\[PM\S�PU�P[Z�L_[YHVYKPUHY`�H[[LU[PVU�[V�KL[HPS!�[V�
pick one instance from many, when the two brothers are reunited in Hades, Rameau manages 
[V�WLYMLJ[S`�JVU]L �̀�[OYV\NO�H�KLSPJH[L�ÄSPNYLL�VM�TPYYVYLK�WHY[�^YP[PUN��\UPZVU��KPZZVUHUJL�HUK�
resolution, the tender reunion of the twins (‘O mon frere, est-ce vous?’). The savagery of the off-
stage confrontation in which Castor is slain is depicted in what was understood at the time to be a 
newly naturalistic fashion, with real-time responses from chorus and soloists alike to represent the 
ISVVK`�[\T\S[�VM�IH[[SL��;OL�L_[YHVYKPUHY`�JVU[YHW\U[HS�[YLH[TLU[�VM�[OL�[YPV�HUK�JOVY\Z�VM�KLTVUZ�
PU�(J[���^HZ�L_HJ[S`�[OL�RPUK�VM�[L_[\YL�[OH[�JVUM\ZLK�[OL�3\SSPZ[LZ�HUK�NHS]HUPZLK�[OL�9HTPZ[LZ��

JEAN-PHILIPPE RAMEAU
Jean-Philippe Rameau lived a long life. Born in Dijon in 1683, he died, age 81, in Paris on 12 
September 1764. His life overlapped those of Bach (1685–1750), Handel (1685–1759), Vivaldi 
(1678–1741), Domenico Scarlatti (1685–1757) and Telemann (1681–1767).
9HTLH\�OHZ�ILLU�KLZJYPILK�I`�H�JVU[LTWVYHY`�HZ�OH]PUN�ºH�ZOHYW�JOPU��UV�Z[VTHJO��Å\[LZ�MVY�
SLNZ»���/L�^HZ�L_[YLTLS`�[HSS�HUK�[OPU"�ºTVYL�SPRL�H�NOVZ[�[OHU�H�THU�»�YLJVYKLK�HUV[OLY��/PZ�MH[OLY�
was an organist in Dijon, his mother a member of the lesser nobility. 
Not much is known about Rameau’s early life. At 18 he was sent to Italy to study music but got no 
further than Milan. What he did there is not known but it seems he returned to France within a few 
TVU[OZ��*O\YJO�YLJVYKZ�ZOV^�OPT�WVWWPUN�\W�PU�ZL]LYHS�WSHJLZ�PU�-YHUJL�V]LY�[OL�UL_[����`LHYZ��
TVZ[S`�HZ�HU�VYNHUPZ[�VU�ZOVY[�[LYT�JVU[YHJ[Z��;OL�UL_[�JVUÄYTLK�ZPNO[PUN�^HZ�PU���� �^OLYL�
he succeeded his father at Notre Dame Cathedral but we know he was gone from there by 1713 
because in that year the city of Lyon was about to celebrate the Treaty of Utrecht: Jean-Philippe 
Rameau was appointed Musical Director for the ceremonies but the musical element was cancelled 
and the money given to the poor. 
Rameau continued his nomadic lifestyle, appearing in Dijon, Clermont and Lyon. He would 
sometimes sign long-term contracts as an organist and fail to honour them. A story of his escape 
from a contract at Clermont Cathedral has him composing a mass so awful that the chapter 
conceded that they could not keep a composer who wanted to leave. It was during this time, 
however, that he wrote his Traité de l’harmonie and 5V\]LH\�Z`Z[uTL�KL�T\ZPX\L�[OtVYPX\L� 
There are published keyboard works and cantatas from this time but Rameau was known as a 
theoretician before he was recognised as a composer. Late in life he said he regretted time spent 
composing, as he could have spent it writing. Once he arrived in Paris, it seems he never left. 
At age 42, Rameau married Marie-Louise Mangot. She was 19 and the daughter of a family of 
musicians. It seems to have been a happy marriage and produced four children, of whom one 
boy and one girl survived their father. Rameau continued his theoretical writings and worked as a 
ºNPNNPUN»�VYNHUPZ[�¶�[OLYL�PZ�UV�YLJVYK�VM�HU`�Ä_LK�HWWVPU[TLU[�HU`^OLYL�¶�HUK�[LHJOLY�
Remarkably, Rameau only turned his hand to opera at the age of 50. After meeting the wealthy 
Le Riche de la Pouplinière, who was to become his patron, Rameau produced Hippolyte et Aricie. 
It was performed privately at La Pouplinière’s house with his singers and orchestra, then, shortly 
after, at the Paris Opera. The work created a storm, as Lully was regarded as the gold standard 
for French opera, and his followers, the Lullistes, were very unhappy about any departure from his 
rules. 
Castor et Pollux was an original product of 1737, but as with many of Rameau’s stage works it 
\UKLY^LU[�ZPNUPÄJHU[�YL]PZPVU��ILMVYL�H�T\JO�TVYL�Z\JJLZZM\S�YLZ[HNPUN�PU�������(�KYHTH[PJHSS`�
PYYLSL]HU[�WYVSVN\L�^HZ�VTP[[LK��HUK�[OL�JVUÅPJ[Z�VM�MLLSPUN�^P[OPU�LHJO�JOHYHJ[LY�OLPNO[LULK�PU� 
Act 1. The reception this second time round was nothing short of ecstatic. A further, equally 
successful revival took place ten years later. 
It’s true that towards the end of his life Rameau found his creative powers weakening but his 
reasoning powers remained. He continued to write and just four months before his death he was 
ennobled by the Emperor. He seems to have had good health throughout his life until the fever from 
which he died on 12 September 1764. He was buried in St Eustache, near Les Halles. The precise 
site in the church is unknown though there is a plaque to his memory in one of the chapels.
By the time of his death, Rameau’s fame ensured a send-off with great ceremony. Three memorial 
services were held in Paris and others throughout France. His widow lived another 20 years, but 
nothing is known of his descendants.
Some described Rameau as mean, bad tempered, unapproachable and unsociable. But he 
had enemies and perhaps these were judgments coloured by disagreements. One story gives 
greater insight into his character: Michel-Paul-Gui de Chabanon, a young friend (later a member 
of Académie Française, succeeded in the seat by Victor Hugo), saw Rameau at a performance of 
Castor et Pollux at Fontainebleau not long before his death. Chabanon records:
0�YHU�[V^HYKZ�OPT�[V�LTIYHJL�OPT"�OL�Z[HY[LK�HIY\W[S`�[V�[HRL�ÅPNO[�HUK�JHTL�IHJR�VUS`�VU�OLHYPUN�
my name. Then, excusing the weirdness of his welcome, he said he avoided compliments because 
they embarrassed him and he never knew how to reply.
 
Abridged from a note by Ken Nielsen

CASTOR &

POLLUX
ABOUT THE OPERA

Diderot summed up the feelings of many when he wrote: ‘Old Lully is simple, natural, even, too even 
ZVTL[PTLZ��HUK�[OPZ�PZ�H�KLMLJ[��@V\UN�9HTLH\�PZ�ZPUN\SHY��IYPSSPHU[��JVTWSL_��SLHYULK��[VV�SLHYULK�
sometimes; but this is perhaps a defect in his audience... Before Rameau, no-one had distinguished 
[OL�KLSPJH[L�ZOHKLZ�VM�L_WYLZZPVU�[OH[�ZLWHYH[L�[OL�[LUKLY�MYVT�[OL�]VS\W[\V\Z��[OL�]VS\W[\V\Z�
from the impassioned, the impassioned from the lascivious.’ 
 
Erin Helyard © 2012
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Cléone 
 

 
 

Phœbé 

 

Cléone

Phœbé

Télaïre

Castor

Télaïre

Castor

Pollux

Castor

Télaïre

Pollux 

Chorus

ACT ONE
SCENE I

The god of marriage crowns your sister:
7VSS\_�PZ�[HRPUN�;tSH{YL�HZ�OPZ�^PML�
All this pomp proclaims her happiness –
But Phoebe, I hear you sighing!

Such a glorious fate... It’s not jealousy stirring 
in my heart, it’s a different voice speaking to 
me: Ah, if my heart were not so ambitious, 
perhaps it would be less sensitive. We are 
both of us daughters of the Sun God, yet 
how different are the gifts heaven has granted 
us: I received power to call up the spirits of 
the Underworld; but Télaïre has been given 
a gift so much sweeter! She can command 
hearts where my art is powerless: with a 
single glance, everything is possible for her. 
I can amaze and impress, but hearts melt 
for her. How much greater is her power 
than mine! The whole universe acclaims 
her beauty, and that I forgive: who could 
resist her charms? But the ungrateful Castor 
abandoned me for her, and for that my heart 
will never forgive him.

The king’s wedding will surely break that 
bond – that must give you hope of getting 
your lover back!

She will have her regrets: I shall have nothing 
but the pain of being left to hope in vain. 
What if the King, moved by his brother’s 
tears, should grant him the very thing that 
has been tormenting him? Now you know my 
fears, Cléone – but here is where my hope 
lies: In this fateful hour, to avenge the insult 
to my love I’ve kept a rival of my own: I have 
Lincée’s rage at my disposal. His thwarted 
SV]L�PZ�YLHK`�[V�L_WSVKL��HUK�OL�^HU[Z�[V�
abduct Télaïre from this palace. Look, here 
she comes – her triumph makes my agony 
worse, let’s try to avoid her.

You are leaving!

0�HT�PTWVZPUN�VU�T`ZLSM�H�ULJLZZHY`�L_PSL�
Your eyes are the masters of my fate, and if I 
have found life in them a hundred times, once 
hope is taken from me, it would be death I 
^V\SK�ÄUK�[OLYL�H�O\UKYLK�[PTLZ�

(UK�^PSS�[OL�2PUN�HSSV^�`V\�[V�ÅLL�SPRL�[OPZ��ZV�
cruelly? No, his heart is too generous!

4`�ÅPNO[�^PSS�IYPUN�OPT�QV �̀�HUK�[O\Z�Z^LL[LUZ�
my pain.Blessed with your pity and his love, I 
leave in bliss.

No, Castor: do not leave! It is I who 
command you:
love and friendship impose this law on you.
Calm the restlessness of your tormented 
heart! To keep you by my side,
I give to you in the bonds of marriage
the hand that was due to me.

I bow in awe before such generosity!

I am overwhelmed by such greatness!

I know all too well what I am giving up.
Castor will do my love this justice:
he will be better able to appreciate the cost of 
T`�ZHJYPÄJL
because of the torments he himself has 
suffered. These nuptials were to be mine,
the source of my supreme happiness.
May your brows be crowned with these 
ÅV^LYZ�^OPJO�^LYL�TLHU[�[V�HKVYU�T`�
coronet: I have turned the two objects of my 
love into two lovers blessed by good fortune.

Let us sing of the shining victory
of a hero who has tamed love. Though Virtue 
triumphs this bright day, Love loses none of 
its glory. Such happiness reigns in my soul!
3V]L��UL]LY�ILMVYL�OH]L�`V\�ÄYLK�Z\JO�
beautiful arrows.With the hands of friendship 
you set the crowning glory on my passion: 
Love, such happiness reigns in my soul!

L’Himen couronne vôtre sœur,
7VSS\_�tWV\ZL�;tSH{YL�
*L�WVTWL\_�HWWHYLPS�HUUVUJL�ZVU�IVUOL\Y��
Mais j’entens Phœbé qui soupire.

Mon cœur n’est point jalouse d’un sort si 
NSVYPL\_"�<UL�H\[YL�]VP_�Z»`�MHP[�LU[LUKYL��
(O��X\L�U»LZ[�PS�HTIP[PL\_�
Peut être seroit-il moins tendre.
Filles du Dieu du jour, par quels présens 
divers Le ciel marqua nôtre partage,
Je reçus le pouvoir d’Evoquer les Enfers,
8\L�;tSH{YL�VI[PU[�\U�WS\Z�KV\_�H]HU[HNL�
,SSL�JVTTHUKL�H\_�Jµ\YZ�V��TVU�HY[�
ne peut rien, Un coup d’œil lui rend tout 
possible, Je ne sais qu’étonner ce qu’elle 
rend sensible. Que son pouvoir est au dessus 
du mien! Que l’Univers la trouve belle, Je le 
pardonne à ses appas;
Mais que l’ingrat Castor m’abandonne pour 
elle, voilà ce que mon cœur ne lui pardonne 
pas. 

L’Himen du Roy qui va rompre leur chaine
+VP[�]V\Z�YLUKYL�S»LZWVPY�KL�Ä_LY�]�[YL�HTV\Y�

Elle aura ses regrets, je n’aurai que la peine 
D’esperer encor vainement: Et si le Roy 
JtKVP[�H\_�SHYTLZ�KL�ZVU�MYLYL��3»VIQL[�X\P�
cause son tourment;Tu vois ce que je crains,
Voici ce que j’espere. Cléone, en ce moment 
MH[HS��7V\Y�]LUNLY�TH�ÅHTL�VMMLUZtL��1L�SL\Y�
garde un autre Rival,
Et je puis disposer des fureurs de Lincée,
Son amour qu’on outrage est tout prêt 
d’éclater, Il veut de ce Palais enlever Télaïre, 
Je la vois, son triomphe augmente mon 
martire, songeons à l’éviter.

Unlike in Rameau’s day, it is now the custom for the house 
lights to be turned down during dramatic performances.  
This libretto is provided for future reference.

Vous partez!

1L�T»PTWVZL�\U�t_PS�UtJLZZHPYL�
+HUZ�JLZ�`L\_��4HP[YLZ�KL�TVU�ZVY[�
Si j’ai trouvé cent fois la vie,
Quand l’espérance m’est ravie,
J’y trouverois cent fois la mort.

Et le Roy permetra cette fuite inhumaine,
5VU��ZVU�Jµ\Y�LZ[�[YVW�NtUtYL\_&

En faisant son bonheur, elle adoucit ma 
peine.Vous me plaignez il m’aime, et je pars 
[YVW�OL\YL\_�

SCENE IV

SCENE II

SCENE III

SCENE V

CASTOR &

POLLUX
TEXT & TRANSLATION

Télaïre

Castor

Télaïre

Castor

Télaïre

Castor

The injustice of my fate boils within me
but from now on, I must keep my rage to 
myself. Henceforth, Heaven has denied me 
even the sweetness of complaining. Glory 
musters all its charms in vain when the price 
is to submit in fear to a God who adores me. 
3V]L�OHZ�ÄYLK�V[OLY�HYYV^Z"�[OLZL�OVUV\YZ�
[OH[�0�HT�ÅLLPUN�Q\Z[�ILHY�^P[ULZZ�[V�HU�
L_JLZZ�VM�WHZZPVU�[OH[�0�JHUUV[�X\LUJO��;OL�
injustice of my fate boils within me!

Ah! I shall die happy, now that I have seen 
your charms again.

My Prince, do you dare to speak tenderly to 
me here?

We are allowed to say farewell.

Ah, should you not spare me this pain in my 
weakness!

When your husband has sworn to allow 
me this farewell, when you are about to 
be snatched away from me, cruel one, do 
you refuse me the last pleasure of my life? 
My brother has seen my tears; far from 
concealing them, I revealed all my passion.
Pity spoke to him and seemed to move him; 
but love was stronger, and drove all pity from 
his soul. Make his pleasure complete: I shall 
leave these lands with no complaint of you, 
nor blame to my brother. Can I complain to 
anyone but the Gods?

Eclatez mes justes regrets,
Dans un moment hélas! il faudra vous 
contraindre, Le Ciel m’otera désormais 
jusqu’a la douceur de me plaindre.
La gloire unit en vain tout ce qu’elle a 
d’attraits Pour un Dieu qui m’adore et me 
force à le craindre. L’amour a lancé d’autres 
traits, ces honneurs que je fuis ne vont voir 
X\L�S»L_JtZ�K»\U�ML\�X\L�QL�UL�W\PZ�t[LPUKYL�
Eclatez, éclatez, mes justes regrets.

Ah! je mourrai content, je revois vos appas.

Prince, osez vous ici me parler de tendresse?

6U�WLYTL[�UVZ�HKPL\_�

Eh! ne deviez vous pas les épargner à ma 
foiblesse.

Quand j’ai pour cet adieu l’aveu de votre 
tWV\_��8\HUK�]V\Z�T»HSSLa�v[YL�YH]PL��*Y\LSSL��
me reprochez vous le dernier plaisir de ma 
vie, Mon frere a vû mes pleurs, et loin de les 
JHJOLY��1»HP�SHPZZt�]VPY�[V\[L�TH�ÅHTL�
La pitié lui parloit et sembloit le toucher; Mais 
l’amour plus puissant l’écartoit de son ame. 
(JOL]La�ZVU�IVUOL\Y��QL�X\P[[LYHP�JLZ�SPL\_��
sans me plaindre de vous, Sans accuser mon 
MYLYL��(P�QL�H�TL�WSHPUKYL�X\L�KLZ�+PL\_&

Non, demeure Castor, c’est moi qui te 
l’ordonne,
L’amour et l’amitié t’en imposent la loy;
*HSTL�S»PUX\Pt[\KL�V��[VU�Jµ\Y�Z»HIHUKVUUL�
Pour te retenir près de moi,
La main qu’on devoit à ma foi,
Est la chaine que je te donne.

O bontés que j’adore!

O grandeur qui m’etonne!

Je connois tout ce que je perds,
Castor à mon amour rendra cette justice,
0S�WV\YYH�TPL\_�Q\NLY�K\�WYP_�K\�ZHJYPÄJL
Par les tourmens qu’il a soufferts.
Ces apprêts m’etoient destinez,
J’en faisois mon bonheur Suprême.
Que vos fronts soient couronnez
+L�JLZ�ÅL\YZ�X\P�KL]VPLU[�WHYLY�TVU�
Diadême,
+LZ�KL\_�VIQL[Z�X\L�Q»HPTL�
1L�MHPZ�KL\_�HTHUZ�MVY[\ULa�

Chantons, chantons l’éclatante victoire
D’un héros qui dompte l’amour, Si la vertu 
triomphe en ce beau jour, L’amour ne perd 
rien de sa gloire. Quel bonheur regne dans 
mon ame! Amour, as tu jamais lancé de 
ZP�ILH\_�[YHP[Z��+LZ�THPUZ�KL�S»HTP[Pt�[\�
JV\YYVUULZ�TH�ÅHTL�(TV\Y��X\LS�IVUOL\Y�
regne dans mon ame.

A Spartan

Chorus

Castor

Télaïre

Chorus

(�]VPJL�VɈ��
stage

Télaïre

Chorus

(�]VPJL�VɈ��
stage

Another 
voice

Chorus

Télaïre

Chorus

Cease your celebrations: to arms!
Lincé is attacking this palace. The jealous 
Phoebe seems to be acting as his guide.

To arms!

Let’s sound the alarm:
to arms, to arms!

Castor, stop, don’t leave me!

To battle! Attack the foe, defend the palace!

Let’s take Télaïre!

Ah, what madness is driving them?

To battle! Attack the foe, defend the palace!

Alas, Castor!

Castor has fallen beneath his blows.

O loss beyond repairing! O dreadful calamity!

I am dying.

7VSSL_��H]LUNL�\Z�

8\P[[La�JLZ�1L\_��JV\YLa�H\_�HYTLZ�
Lincée attaque ce Palais,
La jalouse Phœbé semble guider ses pas.

*V\YVUZ�H\_�HYTLZ�

Allons dissiper ces allarmes,
(\_�HYTLZ��H\_�HYTLZ�

Vous me quittez, Castor, arrestez.

Attaquons, deffendons, combattons.

Enlevons Télaïre.
 

Ah! quelle fureur les inspire!
 
Deffendons, attaquons, combattons.

Castor, helas!

Castor est tombé sous ses coups.

O perte irréparable! O malheur effroyable!

Je me meurs.

7VSS\_��]HUNLa�UV\Z�
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Chorus of 
Spartans

Télaïre

Let the whole earth groan
with one voice! Let us prepare everlasting 
monuments to raise to the most wretched 
of lovers, that neither our love nor his name 
should ever perish. Let the whole earth groan 
with one voice.

:HK�ÄULY �̀�WHSL�^LKKPUN�[VYJOLZ�
daylight more hideous than the shadows of 
night; dismal stars of tombs – no, henceforth 
I shall see nothing more than your funeral 
lights. O Sun, father of day, my father –
you see how my heart is distraught.
I want no more to do with a gift Castor has 
lost: I renounce your light.

Que tout gémisse,
Que tout s’unisse?
Préparons, élevons d’éternels monuments
(\�WS\Z�THSOL\YL\_�KLZ�HTHU[Z"
Que jamais notre amour ni son nom ne 
périsse? Que tout s’unisse, que tout gémisse.

;YPZ[LZ�HWWYv[Z��WHSLZ�ÅHTILH\_�
1V\Y�WS\Z�HMMYL\_�X\L�SLZ�[LULIYLZ�
(Z[YLZ�S\N\IYLZ�KLZ�[VTILH\_�
Non je ne verrai plus que vos clartez 
funébres. Toi qui vois mon cœur éperdu,
Pere du jour, O Soleil, o mon pere!
1L�UL�]L\_�WS\Z�K»\U�IPLU�X\L�*HZ[VY�H�
perdu, Et je renonce à ta lumiere.

ACT TWO
SCENE I

Télaïre

Phœbé

Télaïre

Phœbé

Télaïre

Phœbé

Télaïre

Chorus

Télaïre

Phœbé

Pollux

Chorus

Pollux

Télaïre

Pollux

Télaïre

Pollux

An Athlete

Cruel woman, how dare you come to this 
place? Have you come to give further insult 
to the spirit of a hero who was struck down 
by your blows?

Leave the task of punishing me for a crime I 
abhor to the love that is devouring me:
it has more to say to me than your anger.
You weep for the tenderest of lovers
but his fate may yet depend on the two of us: 
with one word you can restore him to life.

Whatever you command, I will do it!

:HJYPÄJL�`V\Y�SV]L�
and my art
will force Hell to return him to us.

Yes, I will lay this law on myself.
Let him live, even if it is your passion that 
brings him back.

Do you agree to this?

Quickly! I give to you, my rival,
the love with which he once burned for me.

Vengeance has triumphed!

It’s the King’s victory procession.

He has avenged the wrongs we suffered,
they must be redressed.

Citizens, enough sighing!
No, it’s not tears that his spirit demands:
it is waiting for blood!
And the fatal blood has been shed:
Lincée has been slain.

Let the Underworld applaud
this change of tune!
May a sorrowing spirit rejoice at the sound!
The cry for vengeance is the music of Hell.

Princess, a victory like this must sweeten for 
you the horror you have just endured.

=LUNLHUJL�ÅH[[LYZ�NSVY`
and leaves Love unconsoled.
Prince, my eyes see just one glimmer of 
hope: Phoebe’s power can put an end to our 
waiting and steal Castor back from Hell.

No, she would be attempting it in vain:
it falls to me to go and break his chains.
I shall go to the feet of Jupiter to make my 
case. The God who gave me life
can restore life to my brother:
at the tears of his son, what more tender sign 
of his love could he give?

Ah, Prince, be bold to undertake all this! Thus 
you show your fate to be bound up with the 
Immortals. Jupiter in Heaven is the God of 
;O\UKLY��(UK�7VSS\_�VU�,HY[O�
shall be the God of Friendship. To bring 
back to life the ashes of an ill-fated brother, 
snatching him from the tomb, stopping me 
from going down to the grave, mastering your 
passions and upholding his, restoring him 
to life, to the one he loves: by this you show 
Jupiter himself that you are worthy of him.

Take up your victory song once more!
This place shall be the fairer for my triumph: 
distract Télaïre, charm her beautiful eyes with 
the spectacle of my glory.

Proud trumpets, let your sound burst forth
to blazon abroad 
the glory of our hero.
With songs of victory
shake the echoes from their slumber,
so that from now on, they may sing of 
nothing but glory.

*Y\LSSL��LU�X\LSZ�SPL\_�]LULa�]V\Z&
Osez vous insulter encore 
H\_�ToULZ�K»\U�/tYVZ�X\P�WtYP[�WHY�]VZ�
coups?

Laisse à l’amour qui me dévore
Le soin de me punir d’un crime que j’abhorre, 
0S�T»LU�KP[�WS\Z�X\L�[VU�JV\YV\_�
Tu pleurs l’amant le plus tendre
4HPZ�KL�UV\Z�KL\_�LUJVY�ZVU�KLZ[PU�WL\[�
KtWLUKYL��+»\U�TV[�[\�WL\_�SL�YLUKYL�H\�QV\Y�

Ordonnez que faut-il!

Immoler ton amour;
Et mon art
Forcera l’enfer à nous le rendre.

Oui je m’en impose la loi;
Qu’il vive, que pour lui votre ardeur se 
signale.

;\�SL�]L\_&

Hatez-vous, je cede à ma Rivale
l’amour dont il brula pour moi.

Triomphe vengeance, triomphe vengeance.

C’est le Roy vainqueur qui s’avance.

0S�H�]HUNt�UVZ�TH\_�
Il faut les réparer.

Peuples, cessez de soupirer;
5VU��JL�U»LZ[�WS\Z�KLZ�WSL\YZ�X\L�JLZ�ToULZ�
demandent,
C’est du sang qu’ils attendent, Et ce sang 
fatal a coulé. Lincée est immolé.

Que l’Enfer applaudisse 
n�JLZ�UV\]LH\_�JVUJLY[Z�
Qu’une ombre plaintive en jouisse!
Le cri de la vangeance est le chant des 
Enfers.

Princesse, une telle victoire
Doit adoucir pour vous l’horreur de ce Sejour.

3H�]LUNLHUJL�ÅH[L�SH�NSVPYL�
Et ne console pas l’amour.
7YPUJL��\U�YH`VU�K»LZWVPY�n�TLZ�`L\_�ZL�
présente, Le pouvoir de Phœbé peut remplir 
UV[YL�H[[LU[L��,[�YH]PY�*HZ[VY�H\_�,UMLYZ�

Non, c’est en vain qu’elle le tente,
Et c’est encore à moi d’aller rompre Ses fers. 
(\_�WPLKZ�KL�1\WP[LY�Q»PYHP�TL�MHPYL�LU[LUKYL��
Le Dieu qui me donna le jour
(�TVU�MYLYL�WL\[�SL�YLUKYL��(\_�SHYTLZ�KL�
ZVU�ÄSZ�X\LSSL�THYX\L�WS\Z�[LUKYL
Peut il donner de son amour.

Ah! Prince, osez tout entreprendre,
4VU[YLa�X\»H\_�0TTVY[LSZ�]�[YL�ZVY[�LZ[�
SPt��1\WP[LY�KHUZ�SLZ�*PL\_�LZ[�SL�+PL\�K\�
[VUULYYL��,[�7VSS\_�Z\Y�SH�[LYYL�
Sera le Dieu de l’amitié.
D’un frere infortuné ressusciter la cendre,
L’arracher au tombeau, m’empêcher  
K»`�KLZJLUKYL��;YPVTWOLY�KL�]VZ�ML\_��KLZ�
siens être l’appui, Le rendre au jour, a ce qu’il 
aime, C’est montrer à Jupiter même 
Que vous êtes digne de lui.

Reprenez vos chants de victoire,
8\L�TVU�[YPVTWOL�LTILSSPZZL�JLZ�SPL\_�
6JJ\WLa�;tSH{YL�L[�JOHYTLa�ZLZ�ILH\_�`L\_�
Par le Spectacle de ma gloire.

,JSH[La��ÄLYLZ�[YVTWL[[LZ�
faites briller dans ces retraites
La gloire de nos Heros.
Par des chants de victoire 
troublons le repos des Echos,
Qu’ils ne chantent plus que la gloire.

Pollux Companion of the Gods, sweet charm of 
mortals, O divine Friendship, come and 
pierce our souls! Hearts illumined by the pure 
WSLHZ\YL�VM�`V\Y�ÅHTLZ�RUV^�VUS`�KH`Z�VM�
serenity. Within your charming bonds, all is 
delight. Time adds a further lustre to your 
beauty, Love grants you constancy,
and you would be voluptuousness
if humankind still had its innocence.

But the temple door is open –
the High Priest comes forth.

7YtZLU[�KLZ�+PL\_��KV\_�JOHYTLZ�KLZ�
humains, O divine amitié, viens pénétrer nos 
HTLZ��3LZ�*µ\YZ�LJSHPYLa�KL�[LZ�ÅHTLZ�H]LJ�
un plaisir pur n’ont que des jour serains.
C’est dans tes nœuds charmans que tout est 
jouïssance, Le tems ajoute encor un lustre à 
ta beauté. L’amour te laisse la constance. Et 
tu serois la volupté 
si l’homme avoit son innocence.

Mais, le Temple est ouvert,
Le grand Prêtre s’avance.

ACT THREE
SCENE I

SCENE II

SCENE III

SCENE V

SCENE IV SCENE II

High Priest

Chorus

The King of the Gods is about to appear in 
this place in all the splendour of his might:
tremble, fear his might! Flee, curious mortals: 
only through lightning and the voice of 
thunder does he announce himself to the 
earth, and the terrifying splendour of his 
glorious face
is seen by none but the Gods.
At the mere name of this supreme God 
let all hearts be frozen with respect and fear. 
Flee, and tremble!

>L�ÅLL��[YLTISPUN�

3L�:V\]LYHPU�KLZ�+PL\_�]H�WHYVP[YL�LU�JLZ�
SPL\_�+HUZ�[V\[�S»tJSH[�KL�ZH�W\PZZHUJL�
Tremblez, redoutez sa puissance,
-\`La�TVY[LSZ�J\YPL\_��*L�U»LZ[�X\L�WHY�SLZ�
ML\_�L[�SH�]VP_�K\�[VUULYYL
Qu’il s’annonce à la terre, Et l’éclat redouté 
KL�ZVU�MYVU[�NSVYPL\_
5»LZ[�]��X\L�WHY�SLZ�+PL\_��8\»H\�ZL\S�UVT�
de ce Dieu suprême De respect et d’effroi 
tous les cœurs soient glacez,
Fuyez, et fremissez vous même.

Fuyons et fremissons nous même.
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Pollux

Jupiter

Pollux

Jupiter

Pollux

Jupiter

Pollux

Followers  
of Hébé

A follower 
of Hébé

Pollux

A follower 
of Hébé

PolluxMighty ruler of the world, my voice
rises, trembling, to you –
With a single glance, drive away my fear
and calm my deep suffering!
O Father, hear my desire:
The immortality which binds me
is now no more than a hideous torture 
for your son. Castor is no more, and my 
vengeance is in vain if your magisterial voice 
will not restore him to a happier life.
Father, hear my desire.

My son, what delight it would be for me to 
have him return! How sweet it would be for 
me to imagine this! But Hell has its laws, 
against which I am powerless, and Fate 
forbids me from responding  to your tears.

Ah, let me just reach those dark shores
and I will open earth’s caverns beneath my 
feet, I will brave Pluto, I will seek the dead
by the light of your thunderbolts.
I will put Cerberus in chains, and so, more 
worthy of Heaven, I will see Castor again, and 
my father and the Gods.

I wanted to hide from you the fate which 
threatens you... You can break the chains of 
your ill-fated brother if you descend to the 
Underworld, but the price ordained for your 
audacity is that you should take his place. 
Your eternal life, your lovely life
is a thing greatly to be desired.

No, I cannot endure life
if Castor is not there to share it with me.
I shall see my brother again, he will see 
Télaïre – he is loved, he deserves to be 
happy. Every instant that I still breathe here 
on earth is a blessing I am stealing from his 
loving heart.

Before you give in to this whim,
look at what you will be losing in Heaven. I 
summon the children of Heaven, the charms 
of my empire: you Pleasures, without whom 
Gods are nothing, come and conquer a God 
weighed down by sighs.

6S`TW\Z�ÅH\U[Z�HSS�P[Z�NSVY`�PU�]HPU!�/LH]LU�
and supreme happiness are to be found only 
in the company of one’s beloved. 

Let Hébé weave the chains of your 
PTTVY[HSP[`�MYVT�ÅV^LYZ�L]LY�ISVVTPUN�

Behold the sanctuary of the gods in all its 
loveliness! Let us taste the lasting peace of 
Heaven: More pleasures than desires; love 
that binds but does not wound, and fair 
days counted always in dalliances If there 
is sighing, it’s without any suffering. Eyes 
enchanted delight other eyes in turn; Lovers 
proclaim their love and are loved in return.

Ah, if it were not for the trouble I now face,
I would pledge myself to you, charming 
Pleasures: But in this mortal agony beyond 
endurance – Pleasures, what do you want 
of me? 

May our entertainments satisfy your every 
wish! Follow Hebe, and your youth shall 
forever be reborn into everlasting happiness. 
Greatness in all its shining splendour holds 
no temptation for you: Come, see, taste the 
L_X\PZP[L�WSLHZ\YLZ�VM�OLH]LU��>L�HYL�PU�SV]L"�
Jupiter himself is only happy when he is in 
love! Surrender yourself to love, pursue the 
rewards which have been set aside for you.

In breaking your kind chains I spare the Gods 
my shame and my sighs. I am going down 
to Hell to forget my pains, and Castor will be 
reborn, to taste your pleasures.

4H�]VP_��W\PZZHU[�THP[YL�K\�TVUKL�
S’éleve en tremblant jusqu’a toi,
D’un seul de tes regards dissipe mon effroi, 
Et calme ma douleur profonde.
6�TVU�WLYL��tJV\[L�TLZ�]µ\_�
L’immortalité qui m’enchaine
7V\Y�[VU�ÄSZ�KtZVYTHPZ�U»LZ[�X\»\U�Z\WSPJL�
HMMYL\_��*HZ[VY�U»LZ[�WS\Z��L[�TH�]LUNLHUJL�
LZ[�]HPUL��ZP�[H�]VP_�:V\]LYHPUL�5L�S\P�YLUK�
des jours plus serains. O mon pere, écoute 
TLZ�]µ\_�

8\L�ZVU�YL[V\Y��TVU�ÄSZ��H\YVP[�WV\Y�TVP�KL�
JOHYTLZ��8\»PS�TL�ZLYVP[�KV\_�K»`�WLUZLY�
4HPZ�S»LUMLY�H�KLZ�SVP_�X\L�QL�UL�W\PZ�MVYJLY�
Et le sort me déffend de repondre à tes 
larmes.

(O��SHPZZL�TVP�WLYJLY�Q\ZX\LZ�H\_�ZVTIYLZ�
bords, J’ouvrirai sous mes pas les antres de 
la terre, J’irai braver Pluton, j’irai chercher 
les morts à la lueur de ton tonnerre. 
J’enchainerai Cerbere, et plus digne des 
*PL\_��1L�YL]LYYHP�*HZ[VY��L[�TVU�WLYL
L[�SLZ�+PL\_�

J’ai voulû te cacher le sort qui te menace.
+»\U�MYLYL�PUMVY[\Ut�[\�WL\_�IYPZLY�SLZ�MLYZ
Si tu descens dans les Enfers,
4HPZ�PS�LZ[�VYKVUUt�WV\Y�WYP_�KL�[VU�H\KHJL�
que tu prenne sa place.
;LZ�QV\YZ�t[LYULSZ��[LZ�ILH\_�QV\YZ�
sont trop dignes d’envie.

Non, je ne puis souffrir la vie
Si Castor avec moi n’en partage le cours,
Je reverrai mon frere, il verra Télaïre,
0S�LZ[�HPTt��J»LZ[�H�S\P�K»v[YL�OL\YL\_�
Chaqu’instant qu’ici je respire
Est un bien que j’enleve à son cœur 
HTV\YL\_�

Avant que de céder au penchant qui t’inspire, 
=VPZ�JL�X\L�[\�WLYKZ�KHUZ�SLZ�*PL\_��,UMHUZ�
du Ciel, charmes de mon Empire, Plaisirs, 
]V\Z�X\P�MHP[LZ�SLZ�+PL\_�
Triomphez d’un Dieu qui soupire.

Tout l’Eclat de l’Olimpe est en vain ranimé,
Le Ciel et le bonheur suprême
:VU[�H\_�SPL\_�V��S»VU�HPTL�

8\»/tIt�KL�ÅL\YZ�[V\QV\YZ�UV\]LSSLZ
Forme vos chaînes immortelles.

=VPJP�KLZ�+PL\_�S»HaPSL�HPTHISL��.V\[VUZ�
KLZ�*PL\_�SH�WHP_�K\YHISL��7S\Z�KL�WSHPZPYZ�
Que de desirs, Des chaines Sans peines, Et 
KLZ�ILH\_�QV\YZ�JVTW[La�[V\QV\YZ�WHY�SLZ�
amours. Si l’on soupire, C’est sans martire, 
Est on charmé, L’on plait de même, On dit 
qu’on aime, On est aimé.

(O��:HUZ�SL�[YV\ISL�V��QL�TL�]VPZ�
*OHYTHUZ�7SHPZPYZ��QL�]V\Z�ZLYVPZ�ÄKLSSL!
4HPZ�KHUZ�S»L_JuZ�KL�TH�KV\SL\Y�TVY[LSSL�
Plaisirs que voulez-vois de moi?

8\L�UVZ�QL\_�JVTISLU[�]VZ�]µ\_��:\P]La�
Hébé, que votre jeunesse Sans cesse
9LUHPZZL�7V\Y�v[YL�n�QHTHPZ�OL\YL\_�
La grandeur la plus brillante N’est pas l’attrait 
qui vous tente, Venez, voyez, 
Goutez  ces célestes voluptés.
5V\Z�HPTVUZ��1\WP[LY�TvTL�U»LZ[�OL\YL\_�
que quand il aime; Aimez, cedez, Suivez les 
biens que vous sont réservez.

Quand je romps vos aimable chaines,
1»tWHYNUL�H\_�+PL\_�TH�OVU[L�L[�TLZ�
ZV\WPYZ��1L�KLZJLUZ�H\_�,UMLYZ�WV\Y�V\ISPLY�
mes peines, Et Castor renaitra pour gouter 
vos plaisirs.

Phœbé

Chorus

Phœbé

Ye spirits, from whom comes all my power,
*VTL��Å`�[V�TL��M\SÄS�T`�OVWLZ�
Go down to the dark shore: a spirit must be 
stolen away from there. Gather yourselves 
together, speed my passion: battle the fury of 
the monsters of Hell.

We shall battle the fury of the monsters of 
Hell!

Take your strongest enchantments
and break through into that realm
where light cannot reach.
Borrow from the armoury of love
and you will have the stronger weapons.

Esprits, soutiens de mon pouvoir,
Venez, volez, remplissez mon espoir,
Descendez au rivage sombre,Il faut lui ravir 
une ombre, Rassemblez-vous, secondez 
mon ardeur, Des monstres des Enfers 
combattez la fureur.

Des monstres des Enfers combattons la 
fureur.

Redoublez vos charmes, Pénétrez ce séjour 
Impénétrable au jour.
Empruntez les traits de l’amour,
Pour avoir de plus fortes armes. Mais, que 
vois-je!

ACT FOUR
SCENE I

SCENE III

SCNE IV

SCENE II

SCENE III

Pollux

Phœbé

Pollux

Mercury

Phœbé

Phoebe, your efforts are in vain.
See, your enchantments are of no use: 
None but the son of Jupiter shall be 
permitted to reach the dark shore.

Ah, Prince, where are you going in such 
haste?

0�Å`�[V�JSHPT�[OL�]PJ[VY`�[OH[�T\Z[�JYV^U�T`�
labours: Trodden by a hero, the path to hell
shall become the path of glory.

Let me go before you, let me brave every 
obstacle: to triumph over Death
is a miracle that belongs by right to Love.

Mercury, I shall go where you guide me:
the burning passion I feel today
is lending my friendship wings faster
than those of Love.

Phœbé, tu fais de vains efforts,
De tes enchantemens vois l’inutile usage,
3L�ÄSZ�KL�1\WP[LY�H\YH�ZL\S�S»H]HU[HNL
+L�WtUt[YLY�H\_�ZVTIYLZ�IVYKZ�

(O��7YPUJL�V��JV\YLa�]V\Z&

Je vole à la victoire Qui doit couronner mes 
[YH]H\_"�3L�JOLTPU�KLZ�,UMLYZ�ZV\Z�SLZ�WHZ�
d’un Heros Devient le chemin de la gloire.

Laissez moi devancer vos pas, Laissez moi 
braver tout obstacle, A l’amour est dû le 
miracle De triompher du trépas.

Allons, Mercure, ou tu me guide; L’ardeur 
que j’eprouve en ce jour Prête a mon amitié 
des aîles plus rapides Que ne sont celles de 
l’amour.

Mercury & 
Phœbé

Pollux

Mercury & 
Phœbé

Chorus of 
Demons

Go back to your master, slaves!
Come no further, you raging Demons!

Down with you! Go back to your master!
Leave this hideous passage free for me,
and fear the son of the most mighty of Gods.

Leave this hideous passage free for him,
and respect the song of the most mighty of 
Gods.

We are come forth from our slavery to bar 
this hideous passage to him... Let us shatter 
our chains, shake the earth, set the sky alight! 
0U�[OL�ÄYL�VM�[OL�[O\UKLYIVS[Z�SL[�[OL�ÄYL�VM�
Hell be a declaration of war! Jupiter himself 
must submit to the supreme power of the 
Underworld when it rises as one! Will this 
reckless God dethrone his son for the sake of 
his brother?

Rentrez dans l’esclavage  
(YYv[La��+LTVUZ�M\YPL\_�

Tombez, rentrez dans l’esclavage,
3P]YLa�TVP�JL[�HMMYL\_�WHZZHNL�,[�YLKV\[La�SL�
ÄSZ�K\�WS\Z�W\PZZHU[�KLZ�+PL\_�

3P]YLa�S\P�JL[�HMMYL\_�WHZZHNL�
,[�YLZWLJ[La�SL�ÄSZ�K\�WS\Z�W\PZZHU[�KLZ�
+PL\_�

:VY[VUZ�K»LZJSH]HNL��-LYTVUZ�S\P�JL[�HMMYL\_�
passage... Brisons tous nos fers,Ebranlons 
la terre, Embrasons les Airs Qu’au feu du 
tonnerre Le feu des Enfers Déclare la guerre? 
Jupiter lui même Doit être soumis Au pouvoir 
suprème  Des Enfers unis, Ce Dieu téméraire 
=L\[�PS�WV\Y�ZVU�ÄSZ�+t[YVULY�ZVU�MYtYL&
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Phœbé

Castor

O Heaven! Everything yields before his power: 
he has forced the portals of Hell,
and I cannot see through the horror
of the abyss which separates us. If Castor is 
to regain his life and his love – Fury, deadly 
hatred, and you spirits whom I summoned to 
speed his return, ah, you should rather shut 
the gate that leads to life, if he is coming back 
to be with my rival!

Abode of eternal peace, will you not calm my 
impatient soul? Love pursues me even here 
with his darts: I see nothing but my beloved, 
and you lose all your charms.
How sweet this murmuring, how cool this 
shadow! The delicious pleasure of these 
tender harmonies seduces me, Everything is 
smiling, my every desire is anticipated,
and yet I still feel regret.

May he be happy like us! The joys we savour 
on this blessed shore arouse no jealousy in 
our hearts: he sees them, let him share them!
3V]L�Z[PSS�ÄYLZ�OPZ�HYYV^Z�H[�ÅLLPUN�ZWPYP[Z��I\[�
on these shores, all he has been able to do is 
turn us into a nation of happy lovers. Rather 
than desires and longing, what’s aroused 
here are the most delightful of pleasures: 
pleasures pure and lasting.

In this sweet sanctuary come, let us crown 
you! This delightful place is destined for 
tranquil pleasures. The enchanted river,
ISLZZLK�3L[OL��ÅV^Z�OLYL�HTPKZ[�[OL�ÅV^LYZ"�
here there is no sign of pain or care, no 
languishing, no tears. Oblivion takes from us 
only cares and world weariness; this God 
leaves us eternally the memory of pleasure.

Flee, gracious spirits!
Our rites are profaned by bold eyes.

O Ciel! tout cede à sa valeur, Il a forcé 
les portes du Ténare, Et je ne puis percer 
l’horreur de l’abisme qui nous sépare.
Si Castor reprenoit la vie et son amour,
Fureur, haine fatale, et vous que j’appellois 
pour presser son retour, Ah! fermez lui plutôt 
la barriere du jour, S’il doit vivre pour ma 
Rivalle.

:tQV\Y�KL�S»t[LYULSSL�WHP_��UL�JHSTLYLa�]V\Z�
point mon ame impatiente. L’Amour jusqu’en 
JLZ�SPL\_�TL�WV\YZ\P[�KL�ZLZ�[YHP[Z��*HZ[VY�U»`�
voit que son amante, Et vous perdez tous vos 
H[[YHP[Z��8\L�JL�T\YT\YL�LZ[�KV\_��8\L�JL[�
ombrage est frais. De ces accords touchans 
La volupté m’enchante, Tout rit, tout prévient 
mon attente, Et je forme encor des regrets.

8\»PS�ZVP[�OL\YL\_�JVTTL�UV\Z"�+LZ�IPLUZ�
X\L�UV\Z�NV\[VUZ�Z\Y�JL[�OL\YL\_�YP]HNL�
5VZ�Jµ\YZ�UL�ZVU[�WVPU[�QHSV\_��0S�SLZ�]VP[��
qu’il les partage. Sur les ombres fugitives 
3»HTV\Y�SHUJL�LUJVY�KLZ�ML\_��4HPZ�PS�UL�MHP[�
Z\Y�JLZ�YP]LZ�8\»\U�WL\WSL�K»HTHUZ�OL\YL\_��
Les plaisirs les plus aimables Naissent plûtôt 
X\L�SL\YZ�]µ\_��0SZ�ZVU[�W\YZ��PS�ZVU[�K\YHISLZ�

+HUZ�JLZ�KV\_�HaPSLZ��7HY�UV\Z�ZV`La�
JV\YVUULa��]LULa"�(\_�WSHPZPYZ�[YHUX\PSLZ�
JLZ�SPL\_�JOHYTHUZ�ZVU[�KLZ[PULa��*L�ÅL\]L�
LUJOHU[t��3»OL\YL\_�3t[Ot�JV\SL�PJP�WHYTP�SLZ�
ÅL\YZ��VU�U»`�]VP[�U»`�KV\SL\YZ��U»`�ZV\JP��UP�
langueurs, n’y pleurs, L’oubli n’emporte avec 
lui Que les soins et l’ennui, Ce Dieu nous 
laisse sans cesse le souvenir du plaisir.

-\`La��M\`La�VTIYLZ�StNLYLZ��5VZ�QL\_�ZVU[�
WYVWOHULa�WHY�KLZ�`L\_�[tTtYHPYLZ�

Chorus

A spirit

Chorus

Pollux

Castor

Pollux

Castor

Pollux

Castor

Pollux

Castor

Pollux

Castor

Pollux

Pollux

Castor

Pollux & 
Castor

Pollux

Castor

Pollux

Castor

No, the delights of this sweet apportioning 
are for you alone. Jealous Fate will impose 
on me the chains from which my hand sets 
you free.

O Heaven! Shall I buy life with your torment?

The whole universe calls for your return.
Take the throne: the people offer you their 
loyalty.

It is Jupiter’s son who should command them.

Look: the spendour of heaven is calling you!

0�^PSS�ZHJYPÄJL�HSS�[OH[�L]LYSHZ[PUN�NSVY`�
for the simple pleasure of being with you.

Télaïre is waiting for you.

Ah, do not be so cruel! Spare me that 
pain. But even she would look on me with 
contempt returning to so corrupted a life, 
bought at so high a price.

Castor, we are both about to lose her:
if you delay any longer, it will be at the cost 
of her life. Hurry! Go, Heaven commands you 
to be happy, and your rival himself is begging 
you!

Then I will give in to your wishes: I will go to 
save the life of my faithful beloved. I will return 
to life for her. But, since I shall reach the rank 
VM�[OL�PTTVY[HSZ��0�Z^LHY�I`�[OL�:[`_�[OH[�H�
second dawn shall see me gone forever from 
the land of mortals. I just want to see her and 
worship her once more, and then I shall give 
you back your life, your throne, your altars.

/PZ�SPML�PZ�ILN\U!�4LYJ\Y �̀�Å`�[V�VIL`�OPZ�
command. Return an Immortal to the home 
of thunder, Return a hero to the earth.
Fly to obey his command!

Do not be alarmed! I have no wish to disturb 
the calm of this sanctuary in which you are so 
blessed to live: No, I have come to savour the 
peace you offer. This is where heroes come 
to dwell in tranquillity.Beloved spirit, appear!
My brother! Is it really you?

O tender moment,
O sweetest of moments!
O my brother, is it really you?

It is I, come to shatter the chains that bind 
you. It is I, who have avenged you on a 
hateful rival.

Shall I see day’s brightness again?

Restoring you to life is only the beginning:
Fate has raised you to the rank of the Gods.

What! Such happiness!
I shall leave this place and with Heaven’s 
blessing, dwell by your side!

5VU��[\�QV\{YHZ�ZL\S�K»\U�WHY[HNL�ZP�KV\_�
,[�SL�KLZ[PU�QHSV\_�
Va m’imposer les fers dont ma main te 
délivre.

Par ton suplice, O ciel! j’acheterois le jour!

Tout l’univers demande ton retour,
9LNUL��YLNUL�Z\Y�\U�WL\WSL�ÄKLSSL�

3L�ÄSZ�KL�1\WP[LY�KVP[�S\P�KVUULY�SH�SVP�

=VPZ�KHUZ�SLZ�JPL\_�SH�NSVPYL�X\P�[»HWWLSSL�

J’immole au seul plaisir qui m’aproche de toi 
Toute la grandeur immortelle.

Télaïre t’attend.

*Y\LS��tWHYNUL�TVP"�,SSL�TvTL�n�JL�WYP_�
verroit avec mepris renouër de mes jours la 
trame criminelle.

*HZ[VY��UV\Z�SH�WLYKYVUZ�[V\Z�KL\_��:P�[\�
[HYKLZ�LUJVY��[\�S\P�JV\[LZ�SH�]PL��/o[L�[VP��]H��
SL�*PLS�[»VYKVUUL�K»v[YL�OL\YL\_��,[�J»LZ[�[VU�
Rival qui t’en prie.

6\P��QL�JLKL�LUÄU�n�[LZ�]µ\_�
1»PYHP�ZH\]LY�SLZ�QV\YZ�K»\UL�HTHU[L�ÄKLSSL"
1L�YLUHP[YHP�WV\Y�LSSL!�4HPZ��W\PZ�X\»LU�ÄU�QL�
touche au rang des Immortels, Je jure par le 
:[P_�X\»\UL�ZLJVUKL�H\YVYL�5L�TL�[YV\]LYH�
WHZ�H\�:tQV\Y�KLZ�TVY[LSZ��1L�UL�]L\_�X\L�SH�
voir et l’adorer encore, Et je te rends le jour, 
ton Trône et tes autels.

Ses jours sont commencez, Volez, Mercure, 
obeïssez; Rendez un Immortel au séjour du 
tonnerre, Rendez un Héros à la terre. Volez, 
obeïssez.

Rassurez vous habitans fortunez, Loins de 
troubler ce favorable azile, J’y viens gouter la 
WHP_�X\L�]V\Z�KVUULa"�*»LZ[�PJP�KLZ�/tYVZ�SH�
demeure tranquile. Chere ombre paroissez.

O mon frere est-ce vous?

O moment de tendresse,
6�TVTLUZ�SLZ�WS\Z�KV\_�
O mon frere est ce vous?

C’est moi qui viens briser la chaine qui te lie, 
*»LZ[�TVP�X\P�[»HP�]HUNt�K»\U�9P]HS�VKPL\_�

1L�]LYYVPZ�SH�JSHY[t�KLZ�*PL\_�

C’est peu de te rendre la vie,
3L�ZVY[�[tSL]L�H\�YHUN�KLZ�+PL\_�

Qu’entens-je! quel bonheur!
1L�X\P[[LYHP�JLZ�SPL\_��,[�SL�*PLS�WYuZ�KL�[VP�TL�
permettra de vivre.

SCENE IV

SCENE V

SCENE VI

SCENE VII

Télaïre

Castor

Télaïre

Castor

Télaïre

Castor

Télaïre

Castor

Télaïre

Castor

Télaïre

Castor

Télaïre

So Heaven has been moved by such tender 
love! Your voice has called me back to the life 
I was leaving. You will live to be faithful to me, 
and you will live forever!

Alas!

But why this dread? You love me, I can see it.

Telaïre, you must live.

What! What are you saying?

Télaïre...

Say it! Alas, can so beautiful a day
be made for tears?
We must prepare ourselves to say farewell 
for ever.

O Heaven, what are you saying?

We must go our separate ways.
I am returning to the dark shore.

Castor, are you abandoning me?

My brother and my oath are waiting for me in 
the land of shadows.

Castor, are you abandoning me? Once again 
my eyes are condemned to weep for you. 
With barely time for me to look at you, and 
myself barely returned to life, Castor, are you 
abandoning me?

Le Ciel est donc touché des plus tendres 
HTV\YZ��(\�QV\Y�X\L�QL�X\P[[VPZ�]�[YL�]VP_�TL�
YHWWLSSL��=V\Z�]P]YLa�WV\Y�T»v[YL�ÄKLSSL��,[�
vous vivrez toujours.

Helas!

Mais pourquoi ces allarmes? vous m’aimez, 
je vous vois.

Télaïre, vivez.

Qu’entens-je! quels discours...

Télaïre...

(JOL]La��/LSHZ��KL�ZP�ILH\_�QV\YZ�
sont-ils faits pour des larmes?
(�K»t[LYULSZ�HKPL\_�PS�MH\[�UV\Z�WYtWHYLY�

Que dites-vous, o Ciel!

Il faut nous séparer,
1L�YL[V\YUL�H\_�YP]HNLZ�ZVTIYLZ�

Castor, et vous m’abandonnez?

Mon frere et mes sermens m’attendent chez 
les ombres.

Castor, et vous m’abandonnez?
(�]V\Z�WSL\YLY�LUJVY�TLZ�`L\_�ZVU[�
condamnez, A peine je vous vois, à peine je 
respire, Castor, et vous m’abandonnez!

ACT FIVE
SCENE I
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Castor

Télaïre

Télaïre

Chorus

Télaïre

Chorus

Castor

Télaïre & 
Chorus

But I can hear cries of joy.

Long life to the happy couple!

All these people have hurried out to greet 
you! Would you spoil their festivities – it’s all in 
our honour.

Long life to the happy couple!

Alas! you do not know it, but your wait has 
been in vain.

Why deprive yourself of such sweet bliss?

Mais j’entens des cris d’allegresse.

=P]La��]P]La�OL\YL\_�,WV\_�

Au devant de tes pas tous ce peuple 
Z»LTWYLZZL"�=L\_�[\�[YV\ISLY�JLZ�QL\_��PSZ�
étoient fait pour nous.

=P]La��]P]La�OL\YL\_�,WV\_�

Helas! vous ignorez que votre attente est 
vaine.

Pourquoi vous dérober à des transports si 
KV\_&

Castor

Télaïre

Castor

Télaïre

Castor

Télaïre

Castor

Télaïre

Castor 

Télaïre

Castor

Télaïre

Castor

Télaïre & 
Castor

Keep away from me, all of you, your good 
wishes make my pain all the worse.

Ah, can the pleas of so many not weaken 
your resolve?

Would you have me abandon my brother to 
Hell?

The Gods will bring him back to us – Jupiter 
is his father.

You must live: let me die.

If you die, for whom should I go on living?

Be queen – my brother is immortal, and he 
adores you.

No, I will not await such a cruel fate –
Let the Gods, and the death I crave, be my 
witness.

Stop – beware the power of your tears!
If I dare to hesitate, the Gods are vengeful:
[OL�W\UPZOTLU[�[OL`�^PSS�PUÅPJ[�VU�TL�JV\SK�
fall on you.

What new horror is this that you bring to 
assail my soul?

I would be placing thunderbolts in Jupiter’s 
hand: I have sworn an oath to his son.

These Gods know what it is to love, they will 
take pity on lovers! But what am I hearing? 
What is that noise? What are those claps of 
thunder? Alas! I have brought this upon us.

I hear the air trembling, I feel the earth 
shaking. It’s too late, I have waited too long.

Stop, vengeful God, stop!

Peuples, Eloignez vous, vos desirs 
augmentent ma peine.

Eh quoi, tous ces objets ne peuvent 
t’attendrir?

=V\SLa�]V\Z�X\»H\_�,UMLYZ�Q»HIHUKVUUL�TVU�
frere?

3LZ�+PL\_�UV\Z�SL�YLUKYVU[��1\WP[LY�LZ[�ZVU�
Pere.

Vivez et laissez moi mourir.

;\�TL\YZ��WV\Y�X\P�]L\_�[\�X\L�QL�YLZWPYL�
encore?

Regnez, mon frere est immortel, mon frere 
vous adore.

Non, je n’attendrai pas un destin si cruel,
1»LU�H[[LZ[L�SLZ�+PL\_�L[�SH�TVY[�X\L�Q»PTWSVYL�

Arrêtez, redoutez les charmes de vos pleurs; 
:P�Q»VZVPZ�IHSHUJLY��PS�LZ[�KLZ�+PL\_�]HUNL\YZ�
sur moi, sur vous peut être ils puniroient ma 
ÅHTL�

De quelle horreur encor viens-tu frapper mon 
ame?

1»HYTLYVPZ�1\WP[LY��ZVU�ÄSZ�H�TLZ�ZLYTLUZ�

0SZ�VU[�HPTt�JLZ�+PL\_��PSZ�WSHPUKYVU[�KLZ�
amans. Qu’ai-je entendu? 
Quel bruit? quels éclat de Tonnerre?
Hélas! c’est moi qui l’ai perdu.

J’entens frémir les Airs, je sens trembler la 
terre, C’en est fait, j’ai trop attendu.

Arreste, Dieu vangeur, arreste!

Jupiter

Castor

Pollux

Télaïre & 
Pollux

Pollux 

Jupiter

Chorus

Castor

Chorus

Castor &
Chœur

;OL�-H[LZ�HYL�ZH[PZÄLK�¶�`V\Y�MH[L�OHZ�ILLU�
averted. I release you for ever from the oath 
which binds you. You will never again see that 
shore, which your brother has already left: 
he lives, and Jupiter allows you to share his 
immortality.

My brother – O Heaven!

O Gods! Here, gathered together,
are all the people I love. I was going to deliver 
you from the lands of shadows, and now 
Heaven brings us together again.

O Gods, the future you spread out before us 
is so full of delights – Gods, never separate 
us!

Hell shall have just one victim:
I saw Phœbé descending to the shores of the 
dead. It was an unhappy love which drove 
her there, and Love committed all her crimes.

Great palace, where I declare my laws,
vast empire of the Gods, open yourselves 
at the sound of my voice... So many Virtues 
may lay claim to a share in the bounty of our 
altars; we set these everlasting signs for the 
Universe to see: signs of a friendship so pure, 
and a love so tender.

Let the sky, earth and sea 
shine with a thousand lights:
the master of the world commands it.
This is a festival for the whole universe.

Tender love, how sweet it is to wear your 
chains! Delightful God, your pleasures make 
us forget your pains. I have set your lights to 
shine in a hundred different lands
to show the whole universe how sweet it is to 
wear your chains! Everything in Hell told me 
how sweet it is to wear your chains:
delightful God, how sweet it is to wear your 
chains! And in the heavens that open to me I 
hear it echoing in the air
How sweet it is to wear your chains.

Let our song echo in the air:

How sweet it is to wear your chains.

Translation © 2012 Natalie Shea

Les destins sont contens, ton sort est arrêté, 
Je te rens a jamais le serment qui t’engage,Tu 
ne verras plus le rivage que ton frere a deja 
quitté. Il vit, et Jupiter vous permet le partage 
de l’immortalité.

Mon frere o Ciel!

+PL\_��QL�YL[YV\]L�LUZLTISL
Tous les objets de mon amour.
1»HSSVPZ�[L�KtSP]YLY�K\�[tULIYL\_�ZtQV\Y��
8\HUK�SL�*PLS�LUÄU�UV\Z�YHZZLTISL�

+PL\_�X\P�MVYTLa�WV\Y�UV\Z�\U�ZVY[�ZP�WSLPU�
K»HWWHZ�+PL\_��UL�UV\Z�ZtWHYLa�WHZ�

L’Enfer n’aura qu’une victime,
1»HP�]��7OµIt�KLZJLUKYL�H\_�YP]L�K\�[YtWHZ��
<U�THSOL\YL\_�HTV\Y�WYLJPWP[VP[�ZLZ�WHZ��,[�
l’Amour a fait tout son crime.

7HSHPZ�KL�TH�NYHUKL\Y�V��QL�KPJ[L�TLZ�SVP_�
=HZ[L�LTWPYL�KLZ�+PL\_�
6\]YLa�]V\Z�n�TH�]VP_���
Tant de Vertus doivent prétendre, 
au partage de nos autels;
Offrons à l’Univers des Signes immortels
D’une amitié si pure et d’un amour si tendre.

Que le Ciel, que la terre et l’onde
)YPSSLU[�KL�TPSSL�ML\_�KP]LYZ�
C’est l’ordre du maitre du monde,
C’est la feste de l’univers.

;LUKYL�HTV\Y��X\»PS�LZ[�KV\_�KL�WVY[LY�[LZ�
chaînes. Dieu charmant, tes plaisirs font 
V\ISPLY�[LZ�WLPULZ��1»HP�MHP[�IYPSSLY�[LZ�ML\_�
dans cent climats divers pour montrer à tout 
S»\UP]LYZ�X\»PS�LZ[�KV\_�KL�WVY[LY�[LZ�JOHzULZ��
Tout m’a dit dans les enfers, 
X\»PS�LZ[�KV\_�KL�WVY[LY�[LZ�JOHPULZ�
+PL\�JOHYTHU[��X\»PS�LZ[�KV\_�KL�WVY[LY�[LZ�
JOHPULZ��,[�X\HUK�SLZ�*PL\_�TL�ZVU[�V\]LY[Z�
J’entens retentir dans les airs
8\»PS�LZ[�KV\_�KL�WVY[LY�[LZ�JOHPULZ�

Faisons retentir dans les airs

8\»PS�LZ[�KV\_�KL�WVY[LY�[LZ�JOHPULZ�

3»PUZ[HU[�MH[HS�HWWYVJOL��PS�TL�WYLZZL��PS�L_WPYL��
Que cet instant a d’horreurs et d’appas.

Helas! le puis-je croire, Quand parjure à 
l’amour, ingrat, tu ne fait gloire Que d’être 
ÄKLSSL�H\�[YtWHZ�

The fateful moment draws near – it presses 
in on me, it is almost past. How it calls to me, 
L]LU�HZ�P[�ÄSSZ�TL�^P[O�OVYYVY�

Alas! Can I believe it!
Ungrateful wretch – forswearing Love, you 
would boast of your faithfulness to Death!

SCENE II SCENE IV

SCENE III

Castor L’enfer est ouvert sous mes pas;
La foudre gronde sur ma tête,
*PLS��V�*PLS��;tSH{YL�L_WPYL�KHUZ�TLZ�IYHZ�
Arreste, Dieu vangeur, arreste!
4HPZ�SL�IY\P[�JLZZL��6\]YLa�SLZ�`L\_�
A nos tourmens la nature est sensible,
,[�JLZ�JVUJLY[Z�OHYTVUPL\_
Annoncent un Dieu plus paisible.

Hell is opening beneath my feet,
thunderbolts are roaring above my head.
O Heaven! Télaïre is dying in my arms –
stop, vengeful God, will you not stop?
But the noise has stopped. Open your eyes! 
Nature has responded to our torments and 
this harmonious music announces the arrival 
of a more peaceful God.
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SINCERE THANKS TO 

HEROES OF PINCHGUT

AMBASSADORS OF PINCHGUT

BEQUESTS

Pinchgut is grateful to a number of organisations and individuals 
for their generous support, without which we simply would not be 
here. Our 2012 Heroes are:

Geoff Applegate, Gillian Appleton, Thomas & Martha Armstrong, 
Damaris Bairstow, Norma Barne, Jan & Russell Beardmore, 
:[LWOLU�)VV[O��AVYPJH�9HWHPJO��4LN�)YLPKHOS��(SL_HUKYH�)\UL��
Neil Burns, Mary Jo Capps, J. C. Cardale, Jason Catlett, Emily 
Chang, Michael & Colleen Chesterman, Diane Chisholm, Joan & 
4H_�*VUULY �̀�1HUL[�*VVRL��4YZ�1V`JL�:WYVH[��7Y\L�+H]LUWVY[��
R.S & G. Deane, Charlotte Denison, Kristen Durran, Patsy Elliott, 
Stephen Freiberg, Renee Goossens, Mindy Green & Steve 
McDonald, Kathie & Reg Grinberg, Elliott Gyger & Catherine 
Playoust, John & Judy Hastings, E. Hodson, Janet Holmes a 
Court AC, Joan Humphreys, Ms Angela Isles, Esther Janssen, 
Elizabeth & Ian Johnston, Mrs W. G. Keighley, in memory of John 
Luscombe, George Masterman, Ian & Pam McGaw, the McIntosh 
family, Sarah McNaughton, Betty Meehan, Lillian Melick, 
I. Merrick, Nick & Caroline Minogue, Frances Muecke, Leone 
Oliver, Diane Openshaw, Jennie & Ivor Orchard, Trevor Parkin, 
Christina Pender, Elizabeth Pidd, Ern & Deidre Pope, Wilga 
7Y\KLU��7HTLSH�9\ZZLSS��2LUUL[O�:H_I �̀�.YLPN�;PSSV[ZVU��
James Timmins, Perpetual Trustees, John Tuckey, G.C. & R. 
>LPY��.YHLTL�>VVK�(4��.YLNVY`�>VVK��)HYIHYH�>VVKÄUL��
(UVU`TV\Z�_��

Our Ambassadors do a wonderful job in spreading the word 
about Pinchgut. We're so thankful for their support and advocacy. 
Our 2012 Ambassadors are:

Michael Appleby, Colleen Chesterman, Margaret Easton, Jennifer 
Gardiner, Suzanne Gleeson, David Hartgill, Deirdre Mason, Ian & 
Pam McGaw, Noel & Donna McIntosh, Ern & Deirdre Pope.

Over the years, Pinchgut has been grateful to receive generous 
bequests, though we’re always sad to know that some familiar 
faces are gone from our audience. If you would like to consider 
leaving a donation to Pinchgut in your will, please do contact Liz 
VY�.LUL]PL]L��(SS�JVU]LYZH[PVUZ�^PSS�IL�[YLH[LK�^P[O�JVUÄKLU[PHSP[`�
and care.

Opera Australia for use of rehearsal space and help, ABC 
Classics – especially Virginia Read – and ABC Classic FM for their 
support and encouragement, all at Fine Music 102.5, Paul Nyul 
(Advanced Visuals), Dylan Cooper for his work on the Pinchgut 
website; Northside Opera Study Group; Annie & Anthony Whealy, 
Jehan Kanga, Suzanne & Arthur Gerozisis, Elizabeth Pidd, Hilary 
=HSSHUJL��9PJOHYK�(STH�H[�>VYSK^PKL�7YPU[PUN�(SL_HUKYPH��.YHLTL�
Wood AM, Kerryn Boland, Louise Barkl, Simon Brown, Jess 
*PHTWH��3H\YPZ��.LVMM�/HUZLU��+LPKYL��HUK�+L_[LY��7S\TTLY��
Jessica Dawkins, James Beck, Lenny Lenthen, Anna Hoadley, 
Alice Chance, John Garran, Rachel Gordon, Jackie Howard and 
Paul Agnew from Les Arts Florissants, Monty Lang and Roses 
Only for supplying the beautiful roses on opening night.
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2 courses for $35, simply present  
your theatre ticket or receipt.

Upmarket five-star atmosphere and modern Australian  
cuisine just a 2 minute walk from City Recital Hall.  
O!cial partner of Pinchgut Opera.
Lunch Mon-Fri from 12.00 – 3pm, Dinner daily from 5.30pm – 10.30pm

�	����
�������	�� 
LUNCH 
OR DINNER 

Radisson Blu Hotel Sydney, 27 O’Connell Street, Sydney NSW 2000
t: 02 8214 0400  |  www.bistrofax.com
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